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"With Malice toward None, with Charityjfor All, and with Fiimne
Voi.iimK

A

V

July 4th at
Carrizo
'

A Grand Fourth of July Celebration will be held at Carrizo
N. M. at the place of Leandro
is
Everybody
G. Gallegos.
cordially invited to participate
in this Celebration, there will be
plenty accomodation for every
body. We will have a long Program for the occasion Patriotic
addresses and among other
things there will be several of
the gallant soldiers who fought
in France and who will have
some interesting stories about
their experiences on the firing
line. We wish to invite most
specially all the soldier boys who
have returned from the front.
Program will commence at 10
o' clock A. M.
There will be an open dance in
a big wall tent which has been
secured for the occasion also a
Barbecue.
The dance will start promptly
after dinner and the music will
and
be furnished by
Gonzales Orchestra, admission
one dollar,
Gallegos and Sandoval
Committee.
the-Tafoy-

Mora

ROY,

I

The Odd Fellows Lodge elect
ed officers at'their regular meet-iievening as
Wednesday
follows
Edgar Floersheim N. G.
Alfred Davenport V. G.
Irvin Ogden Sr. Treasurer
Wm G. Johnson Secretary
Trustee
Tom Blankenshi?
Wm. Davenport Rep. to G. L.
J. Floersheim Alternate Rep.
The lodge has disbursed over
$400. the past term in sick and
and
other
death benefit?
good
in
is
still
activities and
They will
shape financially.
move to the Masonic Hall as
soon as their lease expires in
the old hall next month and plan
for an active term.

a

A dance was given in the big
ranch
13. Misner
near Mills Tuesday evening for
benefit of Mills Base Ball Team.
There was a large crowd in
attendance it being quite a
social event as well as raising
$48. 65 for the team. The official
managment of the team is as
follows.
F. 0. White Manger
Cha's Weatherill Astt Manager
Captain
Euplio Baca
Miss Alice Jackson Secretary,
Mrs. Ethel Harper Treasurer.

barn at the F.

g

expresses
pleasure at the result of the
meeting held at the Catholic
Church last Sunday concerning
the building of a new Catholic
Church and the School, building.
He is now looking for a Contractor who will bid on the work
While waiting for conditions to
get right for building the Padre
and his people have not been idle
and they are ready to- get busy

work again this fall.

E. F. Ivey is putting up a 12ft
windmill to his well at his home
It i a very deep well and they
hope there will be sufficient
water for his' needs. The oil in
it will not seriously spoil the
water for use.

Pete Laumbách went to La
Cueva last week, returning Mon
day. He took out lumber for a
new house he is building on one
of his ranches in La Cinta canyon
Jack Brown, bookkeeper at the
Trading Co, went to French
Sunday to meet his wife and baby
Roy

Abernathy & Son had a breakdown with their Tractor Monday
They brought the broken parts
to town to be repaired by the
welding flame. The
Liberty Garage was out of carbide
gas and the Roy Garage was out
of Oxygen but, by trading tanks
they got one f hi me to wcrling
and soon had the repair made.

not.
Acacia Lodge meets Saturday
Fred Fluhmann and son have
night All members requested to
been hauling beans to town this
ba present,
week. They needed some money
and sold a car load, 40.000 lbs at
"Casey" White is rejoicing
5c, They still have about 80.000
He has
lbs stored at their farm where over his new well.
a low
to
d
y
holes
they will keep them till they are drilled eight
ready to sell. Fred has 250 acres level on his farm in search of
of corn growing on his sand hill water. He finished the eighth
and expects to have a crop this well Saturday, moved the mafall that he can use himself if chine a few feet and drilled
again. At SO feet he struk water
the market dont suit him.
which raised instantly fifty feet.

Lightning Kills

He came to town Wednesday for
a pump and windmill and will

Last Friday June 6th Euolio
Romero the 14 year old son of
Dolores Romero, was struck by
lightnicg while herding sheep
near his he mí npar Carrizo. The
be dy was burned almost to a
cinder. .The mother and three
litt'e sister discovered tha body
The
soon after the accident.
Cerne
funeral was at the Carrizo

quit borrowing water henceforth
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Sunday.

'

-

now.

S--

years.
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Vachon

A picnic party was arranged
at Sunday School last Sunday and
several cars went to the Red
River canyons in the afternoon.
As usual the late ones failed to
find the rendesvous so all did not
picnic together but all had a
Miss Fanny Blevins, teacher in pleasant outing.
the Roy Schools the past year,
of Saddle
T. A. Waddell
went to her home in Oklahoma
of the
read
will
Okla,
Mountian
recently for vacation but found
in the
here
friends
his
doings
of
t so hot there that her longing
for the cool mesa breezes brought
She will attend
her back.
Sunday morning June 15, Rev
Summer School a short time and
Clyde Keegan of Raton will
J.
remain here for her school
deliver an address at the Chris-

who came from Baltimore Md.
They
have rented the Dr. Plum-le- e
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Beck are
residence
north of town and
the parents of another girl baby
will
there.
reside
born at a hospital in Denver
pounder
nine
a
is
last week. It
A. C. Trujillo, Sheriff of Mora
and reiorhare all to the good.
caller at
Miss Tillie Brancn will attend County was a pleasant
morning
from
office Tuesday
Normal at Las Vegas and pre this
He
came
Solano.
his
at
ranch
pare to teach School again this
received
had
we
when
just
winter. She has a school in the
suburbs of Albuquerque for this notice of assessment raises that
made us rather bad company for
fall.
official.
Mrs. D. Plant writes from an administration
Akron, Ohio that she is there
Judge Foster has purchased
taking treatment and may return
the Trinidad McGrath residence
to her farm here later as sht
property adjoining his own home
had rather live here than any on the
north side, The Judge is
where. Her home has been at
collecting quite a colony of
Clarksbure W. Va. for seme
houses in that vicinity.
Local showers every after
noon this week have helped the
crops over most of the mesa.
Some nlaces were missed but
The
.many were refreshed.
six
soil
for
the
in
stored
moisture
been
down
has
more
or
feet
keeping the wheat and grass
crowing whether it rained or

Father

W. A. Maib arrived Sunday
from Witchita Kans where he
spent the past several months,
After a short visit Ire will return to Kans. and get ready for
the threshing season which is a
month nearer there than here.
Mrs. Maib has completely recover
ed her health.

"
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Every returning soldier is sing
ihg the praise of the Salvation
Army1, of the lassies and men
in. the Service who risked their
lives to get doughnuts and comforts for the fighting men at the
front, and in the camps behind
the lines.
A National Drive is on for
funds for the Salvation Aimy.
New Mexico is asked to give
$5X000. The quota of Mora
County is $750. I trust that
every one possidle, will be given
an opportunity to give something
to the fund. This money is to
be spent for Home Service work
in New Mexico.
T. J. Mabry
State Chairman
Al Davenport is local chairman
and will see to it that the $120.00
quota for this end is
over-subscribe-

F. H. Crowe and wife are find
ing out how much help the boys
were while doing the chores in
their abseuce on Scout Hike
this week,

on the Methodist
movement,
subject,
Centenary
achieve
years
of
"One hundred
ment." Rev. J. M. Wilson, Pastor
M. E. Church will preach in the
evening.

tian Church

The Boy Scouts of Roy

charge of

Scout-Maste-

O,

r

Number 22

JUi'.t.

Report

Army Finance

Salvation

New Church

I.O.O.F. Officers

Saturday,

New Mexico,

County,

Ray Eartman, pitcher for the
Roy Ball Team, broke his right
arm Tuesday evening cranking
Geo. Ray's Ford. He will hardly be able to pitch any more
this season and it is too bad all
around.
in

W.

Assessments

The following is a financial
We wonder how long it will be
statement of the Roy Base Ball
including
possible
June
to
to stand for the injustice
up
and
Team
in
taxation we are meeting with
12th.
again. We have had bad enough
Amounts received and from what
conditions all around and have
source.
suffered persecution enough for
protesting against 'it but the
Donations as follows;
time is coming when these per10.00
C. B. Stubblefield Co
secutions will bring their own
10.00
Roberts & Olver
answer.
&
Savings
Roy Trust
Bank 10.00
We have in mind two town
10 00
Roy Trading Co.
been
10.00 lots in Roy which have
Floersheim Merc Co.
assessed
at
$700.
and
at
taxed
10.00
M. D. Gibhs
price
years
they
that
for
altho
5.00
Liberty Garage
5.00 would not sell now for that
Luian and Son
The
5.00 amount and never would.
R. Kilmurray
$(G0.
assessment
has
been
raised
2,00
Albert Bacharach
2.00 more according to notice receivGeorge Ray
North EeasternN. M. Oil Co 2.00 ed ten days after the County
1.00 Commissioners were to meet as
Floyd Ivey
1.00 a board of Equalization.
Milton Floersheim
Eight of the best business lots
1.00
Melville Floersheim
in
Roy sold recently for $700.
1.00
Floersheim
Jacob
l.CO These same lots are assessed at,
T. F. Self
1.00 and the owner has to pay taxes
F. A. Roy
That
1.00 on over $3.000. for them.
H. A. Gray
which
is
things
one
the
of
1.00
Wm G. Johnson
1.00 should cause ,a strike among
C. L. Wensell
1.00 citizens of Roy. No one objects
F..L. Schultz
1. 00 to paying his fair share of taxes
T. J. Strong
1.00 but neither does any
Kedd
O,
1.00 American like to be robbed that
F. II. Crowe
1.00 some people may escape their
Andy J. Hern
1.C0 fair share of the public expense.'
Scatty Craig
1.00
W. L. Dunn
Just how the parties respon1,00 sible for this kind of piracy can
F. G. Campbell
1.00 get by with it in the face of
J. Appel
46.90
Dance Proceeds
some other assessment
maters
"
28.60 we happen to know of is hard to
"
174.50 figure. The proof that they can
Total Receipts
is only that it has been done.
Expenditures as follows

I.

red-blood-

4

Edgar Floersheim's house is
Hearn and Liet, Homer Holmes
went on a "Hike" Monday. The nearly ready for the Stucco covfirst trip was to Mills where they ering. It has been covered with
and metal lath and will
from
secured
the Mills Camp and went on to be a most attractive home when Labor to T, A. Smith and
Mr. Chas Maiers. a soldier
25.00
the Mills Ranch on Red River finished.
Ballg:omds
from
Ft Worth, is here on
where they are roughing it this '
Roy Trading Co. Suits,
furlough
visiting friends. He
a
The Trades Union strike last Stockings, belts and mitts, 98.94
week.
the Service over two
in
has
been
week resulted in nothing at all. Fairview Pharmacy 3 balls, 2.75
years and is enjoying his vacaany old build
Soldierswho fought in the war Grant can finish
Roberts & Olver shoes mitts 20.70
tion.
get
cant
he
when
himself
by
in
with Scain lost in weight on ari
Total Expenditures to date 159.39
work.
to
men
pounds
average of twenty-fiv- e
17410
Total Receipts
Edgar Baker, oldest son of
each, the average American
Supt. came
Road
Sanchez,
159.39
Bias
Less
A, J. Baker retnrned from the
soldier at the end of the fight'ng
Wednesday to start road
army last week. He has changed
in 1918 weighed twelve pounds to Roy
$15.11
They have arranged Balance June 12th
here.
work
and improved in looks until half
into
went
he
when
more than
Anderson to pull the
Paul
with
outstandhis friends failed to recognize
some
is
still
work
There
Contrasting
the
army.
the
plow and grader with one of ing indebtedness for work on him, but all are glad he is safe
the
and
quartermaster
of the
and will grade up the Bleachers and some other home again,
medical and the sanitary depart their tractors
on the roads leadsmall items which have not been
ments in the two wars isn the mudholes
Roy
first.
ing
into
turned in. The above donations
Ninety-fouexactly comforting to the pres
and
for June and next payment per cent of the men in the army
are
critics.
Johu Baker wife and baby, will be due July 1st.
were fit for service at all times,
from Dawson last
Respectfully Submitted
One of the hopeful signs of drove down
of the 5.7 per cent of non
and
horse and buggy
J, W. Beck effectives only 3.4 per cent were
the times is that the whoie week with a
horse here, reManager. rendered so by disease. Of 195.
people of the United States take and left their
turning on the train Saturday.
n
the rantings of the
000 Americans who were woundsick for the past
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Justice are ed, the lives of 182.000
lunatics in Congress as a joke John has been
were
and the doctors the proud and happy parents of
or let it go as inconsequential. three months
saved.
Denver have
a fine baby girl, born Friday June
Politics, when it is driven to and a specialist at
his
discover
to
unable
been
6th. Her big brother, Donald,
such desperate straits, does not
F. A. and E. J. II. Roy went
will hope with is also much interested in the
interest the citizen who has trouble. Friends
to
Mora Tuesday on a business
may soon recover. little sister and friends are conbusiness of his own to attend to. them that he
mission.
gratulating them all.
The record of accomplishment
writes
Mrs. E. J. Hepburn
which the present administraRandolph Crouse and wife, of
for
California
Atascadero,
to
the
louder
made
from
talks
tion has
Agent H, A. Gray of the Roy Vallejo Calif, arrived last week
She and her daughters Depot, has been placed on an 8 at the parental S. R. Crouse
common people than all the the
ensconsed in a
comfortably
political
are
rantings of all the
hour a day schedule and will home at Mills, called in by the
búngalo
on
this new fruit Ijave the office open for business serious illness of Mrs. S. R. Crouse
shysters in the Senate can evei modern
do.
farm enterprise and the girls from 8 A. M. to 5 i M. in who has been ill for several weeks
both have good office jobs. She future. He now has a helper They think they must hurry
Frank Seidel has written tha find3 the place all that the prosMr. Dudley Catterson, a son of back to the luxuries of their city
he has received an injury to
showed us claims but Dr. Catterson of Tucumcari, who home which are not in evidence
she
pectus
which put him in the hospifrom her is learning the business (or is it here.
tal, that he has just left France still wants to hear
fiiends on this mesa.
and is on the way home.
a trade or profession)
A party was given by the
wife
and
Howell
classes
Rev. T. J.
Victor and
CAN YOU BLAME "YANKS" FOR
and Jr. and wife drove to Mofax of the Roy Union Sunday School
Saturday returning Monday after and a few frinds at the Masonic
MIXING CENTS AND CENTIMES?
A
a pleasant visit with friends Hall, last Tuesday evening.
In the early port cf the war, the cversens Y. M. C. A. canteen price
Hits looked like lids:
very pleasant time is reprrted.
there.
6--

tar-pap-

er

7

three-tenth-

r

3

ent-da- y

anti-Wilso-

S--

his-ai-

Bible-Student-

Bull Durlinm

1

oz. ba

.33

cent.

1 oz. batí
.i,; cunt.
Dukes Mixturo
2 oz. bug
.GO cent.
Lucky Strike
1 oz. bait
.;!!) cent.
Prince Albert
2 oz. bug
.(10 cent.
Prince Albert
- oz. can
.(I cent.
Tuxedo
2 oz. bnjr
Velvet
M cent.
In
Lnter
the war the price lists looked tins way:
those,
not familiar with French
(For the convenience of
currency, a parallel column ban bcen'odded showing the amounts in United States currency)
French U. S.
(Centimes) (Cents)
.30
.05
t oz. bag,
Bull Durbam
1 oz. bp.K,
.25
.04
Dukes Mixture
.10
.8
I.ucky Strike. ...14 or ii oz. con or bafr,
1 ox., bat?,
.05
."0
Prlncu Albert
.00
oz. can,
.10
Prince Albert
.0f5
.35
oz. batf,
Tuxed'
.CO
2 oz. can,
.10
Tuxedo
.01)
.10
Velvet
W or 2 oz. 'win or bas,
Many people will probably wonder what proportion of the stories
ubont overcharging ly the Y. M. C. A. can be 'traced to this early
omission of United States currency on the lists. The "30 cent." stood
for thirty centimes, or live cents in U. S. money. It was not a hard
matter for a "Yank" to bocomn confused.
Ü

1

s

with
The Base Ball game
Solano at the Roy Diamond rein favor
sulted in a score of
of Hoy. A large crowd attended
the game which was interesting
and both teams received merited
praise.
The game was call id at the 8th
ining on acco :nt of the threaten
ed storm.
The dance given by the Pal!
team at the Hall Saturday night
was a pleasant social aiTair and
25 .tickets were sold.
16-1-

2

Mrs. Floyd Ivey and baby

re-

turned Friday from an extended
visit with relatives in Chicago.
J. S. Herton of Solano called
Subscription
Saturday
on
business.
June 12th to 15th fog in morning?, severe storms of lightning
rain and hail in afternoons and
general
No more
evenings.
rains ur.til after the üCth.
T. II. Polatkie

THE

All EPITOPE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

FOREIGN

OF

Typhus brought to Vienna from Hu
sia by travelers and returned prisoners Is prevalent. New cases are reported dally.
The governor general of the Kedlrl
district of Java reports that 6,100 persons were killed in the recent eruption
of the volcano Kalut.
A Budapest dispatch reports that
Admiral von Horthy, former roaimand-er-In-chle- f
of the
fleet, had been assassinated by red
guards.
Prominent business men of Tokio
have met to discuss the project of laying a new cable line between Japan
and the United States. Committee
have been appointed to study the

LATE LIVE NEWS
CONDENSED
RECORD OF THE
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

Pithy News Items

II017

AVOIDED Al!

Gathered From All Over

One Million People In the Great Eastern Country Engaged In Its
,
Production.

.

0PERAT!0M

New Mexico
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

SILK AN INDUSTRY OF INDIA

.IRS. BOYD

Canton. Ohio. "I suffered from a
female trouble which caused me much
suffering, and two

There are 1,000,000 people In India
engaged in the production of silk. Caterpillars and moths of the mulberry
silk Industry of India are entirely domesticated creatures. The Indinns
collect the cocoons spun by caterpillars and allow them to hatch, an exchange states. The females are kept
until they lay eggs and when the caterpillars are large enough they are placed
on trees to feed. When a tree
is stripped a piece of cloth Is hung
from a limb and the caterpillars crawl
onto It and are moved to another tree.
Tasar or tussor silk comes from
Muga silk Is a prodChina and Japan.
uct of Assail. Eri silk conies from
caterpillars which feed on the castor
oil plant. It Is of great value in India, because it Is the only silk that
can be spun from cocoons without killing the insects In the cocoons and Is
therefore the only silk that can be
worn by a strict Hindu.

KEEP YOURSELF FIT.
You can't afford to be laid up with
ore, aching kidneys in these days of
high prices. Some occupations bring
kidney troubles; almost any work
makes weak kidneys worse. If you feel
tired all the time, and suffer with lame
back, sharp pains, dizzy spells, headaches and disordered kidney action, use
Doan'i Kidney Pills. It may save an
attack of rheumatism, dropsy, or
Bright't disease. Doan s have helped
thousands back to health.

Contracts have been, let for a new
doctora decided
New Mexico Case
that I would have
administration building and a cadet
W. H. Carson, wu
through
go
to
an
hospital to be erected at the New Mex
W. Spruce Street,
operation before I
FROM ALL SOURCES
Pemtng, N. Méx.,
ico Military Institute at Roswell. The
could get well.
says: "Sometimes
total cost will be $65,000. The build"My mother, who
mucn lien j
ings are to be completed by the time
",o
had been helped by
nr patch COld, IUVÍaJ
school opens next fall.
LydiaE. Pinkham'
SAYINQ8, DOINGS, ACHIEVE
back and kidneys W
bother me. When I.
Vegetable ComTourists traveling either way from
MENTÍ, sufferings, hopes
bend over, sharp
pound, advised ma
i
Clayton on the Colorado-to-Gul- f
high
mini rrh me anat
question.
before
try
to
sub
1
it
can h a r o i y
AND FEAR8 OF MANKIND.
way will know that Clayton Is on the
straighten. I have
m i tting to an opera
"France will spend about 4,000,000,-00- 0 mup when
they reud the big signs
neils of dissineBS
tion. It relieved me
,
franca on new public work, be- which
an J spots seem to1
been placed both ways on
have
VMtin Newspaper Unloa news service.
from
troubles
hit
sides about 3,000,000,000 francs for the
yes. As soon as I feel an attack of
road. The signs have been placed
o I can do my house work without any
WESTERN
rebuilding of railroads in the devas- this
Doan's
this trouble coming; on, I use
difficulty.
advise
I
any
who is
woman
by
Clayton
Rotary
were
Club and
the
Pills. They always straighten
.
Kidney
of
the
president
Jesae W. Lilllenthal,
tated regions," says M. Clavellle, min- paid for by
afflicted
female
with
give
to
troubles
shape."
me up In good
the business men of the
United Hallways oí San Francisco, ister of public works.
Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Comcity.
Get Dora's ot Aaj Store, 0 Baa
dropped dead while delivering an addo
will
and
much
pound
as
trial
for
a
it
In the House of Commons In LonHighway Commission has them." Mrs. Maris Boyd, 1421 6th
The
State
Kp,DJiV
dress at the St Francis hotel.
don a resolution has been adopted au- approved
and sent to the federal gov- St., N. E., Canton, Ohio.
BUFFALO. N. Y.
Meredith P. Snyder, banker and thorizing the treasury to raise a loan ernment
CO.
for its approval, the plan of
Sometimes there are serious condi
three times mayor of Los Angeles, de- to a limit of 250,000,000 to cover Uie the county commissioners
of Taos tions where a hospital operation is the
feated F. T. Woodman, Incumbent, for estimated deficit for the year, and any county to have a federal aid road pro- only alternative, but on the other hand
Qualified.
sum required for the repayment of ma- ject from
mayor in the election In that city.
women have been cured by this
He was applying for a position as
Santa Fé to Taos, or to be ao many root
and
remedy,
herb
Lydia E.
Announcement was made at Venice, turing securities and the creation of a more exact, to build eight miles of famous
Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound, after attendant in un insane asylum.
Calif., by Thomas H. luce, motion pic- sinking fund.
&
good road from Rincouada to
"Have you had any experience hanwaa
operation
said
doctors have
that an
and women are making amailng bit;
ture producer, that he offered $50,000
There is a sufficient surplus of food
necessary every woman who wanta dling irrational persons?" he was Men
spare
time.
money
during
Attractive subs prlee money for aviators who will Indicated from the coming harvests to
ns
scription proposition on
That the mining boom is still on In to avoid an operation should give it a asked.
are give
wires
magaslne.
Uve
Austo
such
a
attempt a flight from there
supply Europe and meet the needs of New Mexico is demonstrated by the re- fair trial before submitting to
"Some," was his response. "I was tlonal
positions as District Man
big
salaried
tralia.
A. P. Collins, America
the world, unless some unexpected port of a rich strike on Bounds ranch, trying ordeal.
a motion-pictur- e
director for seyeral agers. Write Chicago.
If complications exist, write to Lydia
Fruit Grower,
Five children of former President catastrophe happens to the world's near Lordsburg. The ore is free mill- E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass., yea re."
J&mes A. Garfield will share alike in harvests, according to a statement Is- ing, soft and very easily mined and for advice. The result of many yean
And he was hired forthwith. Film
Hnrveet Hands Wanted for 100,001 acre
the distribution of the $17,000 estate sued by Herbert C. Hoover, head of seems to extend considerable dis experience it at your service.
Fun.
wlipat In Ford County, Kansas. Good wag.
left by their mother, I.ucretla It. Gar- the allied relief organization.
tance. Assays from specimens taken
Write Commercial Club, Dodge City, Kasv
And the great, underlying inspira
field, who died several mouths ago at
Readlnc tiresome poetry when ymi
Lieut. Milton Roberts of Lebanon, show up to 25 ounces per ton of ore
BeU paytn
I s Angeles.
tion of the world war was lunacy run are sad Is equivalent to reuding a cook- California Fig Land For Bale California
Ky., is the first American to be dec- valued at $500.
l
fruit crop. Write for booklet.
ajnuck.
you
tired.
when
Bldg.,
San
book
are
FraneUoo.
to
B.
Mills
128
Gardens,
burned
Gallup will soon have one of the
orated for gallantry during the fightEight Indians have been
neath and sixteen injured, two prob- ing on the Murmansk front. He has finest amusement parks in the Southably fatally, In forest fires north of been awarded the French war cross west. The park will contain a large
Lloydmiuster, on the boundary between for leading an attack on the Bolshe- pavilion, a Ferris wheel, skating rink
Saskatchewan and Alberta, according vist trenches at Urosozero on April and in fact all the features of a large
to a report received by the Indian com- 11th, with the
of a city park. The park contains over
French armored train.
.
five acres of ground and will be surmissioner of Alaska.
board fence.
Nearly 200,000 persons died in Paris rounded by an eight-foWhile bunk clearings for citrus
sales are breuking records In Ontario, of influenza within five months from It is estimated that the buildings alone
Calif., a new high mark for orange October, 1918, to the end of last Feb- will cost over $50,000 when all are
grove yalues was set by the sale re- ruary Dr. Dubieft discloses in the completed.
Reports have reached Silver City of
grove for $'J8,000. "Hygienne of the Seine." The exact
cently of a
Clearings on citrus sales alone are av- total of the victims during that period a rich gold strike in the foothills of
was 197,500. During November, when the Little Burro mountains, seventeen
eraging $100,000 dully.
the epidemic was at Its height no miles north of Spear, Grant county.
adThe State Board of Health has
Assays of the ore running all the way
ded "lethargic encephalitis" (sleeping fewer tliun 37, 677 persons died.
from $1,600 to $3,000 a ton are claimed.
malSPORT
reportable
of
to
sickness)
the list
The original strike was made on a
cases
Mike Gibbons of St. Paul and Jeff
adies in California. The first
group of Flourspar claims and there
appeared In California shortly after Smith of New York will box ten rounds
has been a rush of people to the scene
in
reported
were
ten
21st,
March
in Kansas City, July 4th.
and
of the new strike. The new strike Is
'
April, according to statistics collected
Charles Albert (Chief) Bender, for In the Gold Hill mining district which
by the board.
:
mer star pitcher of the Philadelphia was famous as a mining camp many
The 2,000,000 acres of Texas land American League Club, has been years ago.
sown in wheat lust autumn are ex- signed as manager of the Richmond,
The Chino Copper Company plant at
pected to produce a crop of 40,000,-00- 0 Va league team. Bender will play Hurley is one of the sources of indusbushels, five times larger than any right field and pitch.
trial pride of the state of New Mexiprevious Texas wheat crop. The TexM. Botcazen,
golf co. The annual report Is being favorthe
as growers, guaranteed a price of professional at La Boulle links, Ver- ably commented on by the large east$2.28 a bushel, figure a total return sailles, France, is coming to America ern papers. At the close of the year
ot $91,000,000 in round figures, with to play in a number of exhibition the company showed a net income of
a $10,000,000 reduction as the approx- matches. On the French links M. Bot- $7,327,000 or
the equivalent to $8 fer
imate cost of production.
cazen's score averages from 76 to 80. share of stock. During the last year
Although he was handcuffed to a
America's expeditionary force will the company spent $1,500,000 on enpresent an American-madtelegraph pole along with David
track team larging the plant and stripping new
a Sacramento jeweler, by three when the interallied championships ore. The capacity of the mill is now
men who, they said, held up their auto- are held in Paris this month. All the 12,500 tons daily and the ore supply
mobile near Marinez, Calif., Morris material for the track uniforms and is good for at least twenty years. With
Ilulp'm, driver of the car, was arrest- for the training of the men Is being present equipment the ore recovery
ed as an accomplice to the robbery shipped to them from this side of the will amount to about one hundred milupon Damore's request. Damore told water.
lion tons per year.
jljJiil.llii.lll.S
the sheriff's office that he was robbed GENERAL
Curry county will have an enormous
;jjÍiÍlili ill Li" I ill
ii.LÍli.J
of diamonds and cash aggregating
.í'iiliíiiüi
crop
year
to
according
wheat
all
this
..'
An order from the Navy Department
l
$4,000.
reports.
is
now
an
This
assured fact
calling for a reduction of the entire
WASHINGTON
enlisted force to not more than 250,' as there Is nothing to destroy the crop
A further reduction of 1,149 names 000 men by July 1st, has been received except hall storms and these rarely
in the list of missing in action has at Boston. It Is directed ttiat the ever visit the entire country at once.
been announced by the War Depart- greater part of the reduction come It will require much extra labor to
ment, the total now being 3,113. Of from shore stations first so that the care for the big wheat crop this year
the 1,149 men, 387 were reported as efficiency of the fleet will not be iru and the one great question which is
troubling the furmers at the present
dead.
paired.
Is whether or not they will be
Secretary Baker told the House MiSavings banks that started life as time
litary Committee he had authorized thu hand grenades intended for use by the able to secure the necessary help to
sale of $25,000,000 worth of surplus American expeditionary forces against save their wheat. Heretofore many
a bag of genuine
food stocks held by the army to the the Germans will be distributed to laborers have gone to Kansas and
Purchase Society of Rus- school children who earn enough mon Oklahoma to work In the wheat fields,
ey this summer to buy war savings being lured there by the report of high
society
is composed of
The
sia.
heads of families, the secre- stamps.
Distribution of the bnnks, wages, but It is now an assured fact
own
tary said, and will give in exchange numbering 15,000,000 will be entirely thut there will be plenty of work for
for the food raw materials badly under the direction of saving directors every man In the eastern part of the
as
of the twelve federal reserve districts. state this year.
needed in the United States.
Criminals
to
New
sent
Mexico
the
According
to word received by the
Secretary Baker asked Congress for
own
legislative authority and an appropria- local police department of Kansas state penitentiary from now on ure
to be recorded not only on the register
tion of $10,000,000 for the Immediate City, a bank near Pittsburg, Kan., was
a
purchase of the Cape Cod canal. Ac- robbed of Liberty Bonds to the and in the photograph gallery but by
their thumb prints. The addition to
tion by Congress was necessary, he amount of $43,000.
fifty-thrif- ty
Legality of the migratory bird act the other physical records is regarded
,
said, so the canal might be acquired
of great Importance, lor thumb print
without waiting the result of pending of Congress of July 8, 1918, enacted
to carry into effect a treaty with records of persons are considered the
condemnation proceedings.
Great
Britain, was upheld by Federal most easily made and the most accur
Only by Increased rates can the govJudge
Jacob Trleber at Little Rock, ate conceivable.
ernment controlled railroads meet opThe town of Clayton is having a
Ark.
erating expenses, Dlrectov General
The Pershing highway, a proposed building boom this spring equal to any
administration,
of
railroad
the
Hines
transcontinental route from New York other city in the state. Improvements
told the House Appropriations Com- to San Francisco, was organized
re in the residence section of the town
mittee. He Is opposed to any in- cently at a meeting in Lincoln,
Neb., are' going on at a steady rate, sveral
crease at this time, however, because
J PI PI f"
I
attended by representatives of several fine houses are now under construcIt might advance the cost of necessistates Included In the projected Itln tion and many more will be started In
ties of life.
11
erary.
the near future. Nearly all the new
Plans for the construction of more
Despite a vigorous protest from the homes now going up range in cost
than 1,500 airplanes at a cost of
good-roamen of Missouri, Governor from three to five thousand dollars
and the purchase from Great Gardner signed the
bill which assures the prosperity of the
Britain of one of the newest type which provides for a system of 6,000 town. Ground has been broken for
Each the new school building near the court
dirigibles for use as a model for fu- miles of graded highways.
ture dirigible construction are Includ- county In the state is allowed $1,200 house. The building will be one story,
ed in the army program for aircraft a mile provided that the total graded will have four rooms and a basement,
production outlined to the House Mil- Is not less than fifty miles. There and will be modern in every way. A
itary Committee by Major General is some doubt as to whether federal steam heating plant will be installed
Mencher, director of military aeronau- aid will be possible under this sta- as soon as the building is finished and
tics. General Mencher asked an ap- tute, as the law limits federal appro it is hoped to have it all ready for oe
propriation of $3,375,000 for the devel- priatlons to roads of a substantial cupancy by the time the fall school
term begins.
opment of lighter than air craft.
character.
Fulgencio
e
Archibeque,
who
shol
prohiModification of the
Resolutions demanding the ouster of
bition law so the working man may Postmaster General Burleson, because Juan Valdez at Sapello, has been
'
'ÍJ i
'íVÍAy WWaí. J can roll the best
A
have light wines and beer was urged of "autocratic management," has been caught by Sheriff Romero. Officers
MBH"
"fp?K
on
in
automobile.
an
started
organized
the
trail
labor forwarded to President Wilson by the
by representatives of
I
af the first of tie hearings by the executive committee of the Chicago later being forced to use horses. Val
upon Federation of Labor after adoption at rtez encountered Archibeque with his
House Judiciary Committee
arried sister and a quarrel followed.
liquor measures.
the meeting in Chicago.
President Wilson has little hope of
Jack HIgglns, a native of Wabash, ending In the shooting.
An eight-hou- r
day for dry goods and
leaving for home before June 13th, Ind., and who was a sailor for thirty
according to private information re- five years, believes he is the oldest piano store clerks and a basic nine
1
He plans to visit Brussels man yet to have ridden in an aero hour day for grocery clerks has been
ceived.
before his return. It therefore ap- plane as a result of his aerial ride re put into effect in Albuquerque, ac
pears likely that he will not be back cently. He says he will celebrate his cording to a statement issued by the
in Washington before the end of this 101st birthday July 15th, but that one Retail Merchants' Association. Longei
hours on Saturdays are provided for.
month at the best
ride In the air Is enough for him.
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Tall Palmyra Palm Growing on Top
of Bengal Fig Presenta Curious A p.
pearance Natural lit Explain
Apparent Phenomenon.
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Every one has heard of small trees
getting sown on larger ones, and ap
pearing like little babies on the
branches of their hosts. But in India
nr."
It is, in some parts, fairly common to
see the tall Palmyra palm growing as
ft ff
if from the top of the tree called Bent
gal fig. The appearance this presents
Is most curious and it has engaged the
attention of nearly all travelers in the
Thanu district of Bombay, where the
a
palm is especially abundant.
if one fundes how Incongruous a
very tall telegraph pole fixed Into the
middle of an oak tree and surmounted
by a small crown of
leaves
would look, It can be realized how
astonishing the first encounter with
1 General Pershing decorating French heroes with the Distinguished Service Cross In the Court of Honor' of the
the Palmyra palm must be, when simInvalides, Paris. 2 View of Saarbrucken, center of the Saar conl region, which birth France and Germany claim.
ilarly united with a fig tree. An ex3 The grand mufti of Palestine, head of all Moslems In that country and descendant of Mohammed, who Is opposing
planation, of course, hud to be found,
the establishment of a Zionist commonwealth In the Holy Land.
and the first casual observers might be
divided Into those that thought It a
From Vienna comes the news that
One Insistent demand of Germany,
case of a hybrid, and the remainder
that she be admitted at once to mem- the bolshevist regime In Hungary Is who considered it a graft. But botan
cabiIts
was
nearing
communist
end.
The
bership In the league of nations, It
ists know that no hybrid or graft has
said would not be granted, for the net has been replaced by one headed ever been produced between two spe
Karol-yl'- s
Count
by
German,
one
of
to
Herr
opposed
unalterably
were
French
cies that are so distantly related as
followers, and It was said he had
thls, and Mr. Wilson, according to rethose In question.
As a matter of
ports, had gradually come around to been Invited to Versailles to confer fact, the
Introduction of these two
In
with
of
representatives.
entente
out
the
Germany
keeping
of
their view
friends to each other is made by some
Supreme Allied Council Tries to the league until she has become regen the Ukraine the troops of General of the pretty little birds that abound
cenerated and proved her sincerity. There Petlura captured several railway
In the region, Including a few of the
Reach Agreement on the
are not wanting influential persons and ters from the bolshevlkl. A premature humming birds. Their principal food,
Esthonl-ans
repoTt
said
Vardoe
the
from
Journals that argue for the immediate
Reply to Germany.
and B'lnns had captured Petrograd. George Michael Ryan tells us, con
admission of Germany, basing the plea
slsts of the minute fruits of the wild
mainly on the allegation that the good Later the bolshevlsts claimed to have fig
trees.
west
of
back
driven
Esthonlans
the
prosperity
will and early restoration to
collecting a few of these, they
After
of that country are necessary to the Gatchlna. The American troops in the
R1TISH FOR CONCESSIONS
usually fly off to the top of a tall palm
safety and economic progress of the Archangel region began embarking for to enjoy
them In peace. Some of the
rest of the world. They call attention, home. An Interesting but unlikely
fall
and become lodged In the
seeds
with shivers of apprehension, to the story coming by bolshevist wire from
Hun Preparlnfl for Refusal to
Joints where the leaves spring from
Semenoff
had
Moscow
General
said
formGermany's
of
imminent
danger
Republic Proclaimed
called a congress in eastern Siberia, the stem. Here, In process of time,
ing an alliance with Japan and RusAustria Gets
in Rhlneland
they germinate, throwing out roots be
sia, and this was backed up last week which had declared the autonomy of
Terms of Peace and Says
by more or less precise statements Mongolia and named Semenoff as low and branches and leaves above.
But the roots of these fig trees are
They Mean Her Death
that the Japanese and German emis- grand duke of that country.
not content to draw their moisture and
Warrant.
saries already had been holding con
food from the little pocket of sand and
ferences In various neutral places. A
SpartaTwo events have stirred the
dust into which they happen to fall.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
may
be
stuff
good deal of this sort of
cans of Germany to renewed activity
were put down to
They soon multiply and spread far be
s
Germany's
propaganda,
to the prediction that they
leads
that
successful at least so far as causing a more active just now than for some will soon make another organized at yond their original home, Into a thick
temporary division in the big four, but time past, as witness the recent doings tempt to overthrow the government. network that covers and envelops the
at this writing it seemed likely an of the "Germanamerican Citizens' One was the finding in the Landwehr whole of the lower part of the Palmyra
agreement on the disputed points league," with headquarters In Chicago. canal of a body declared to be that of stem. Branches at the same time mul
would be reached within a few days Much of It, too, Is said and printed In "Red Rosa" Luxemburg, their mur tiply above, forming a large bush,
which, with the roots, monopolizes the
and a unanimous reply made to the behalf of the selfish and
dered woman leader. The other was
OF DOGS
situation and makes the palm look like MOTORS INSTEAD
Germans. That some alterations, not business man who demands uninter- the discovery that Capt. von Pflug-Har- fundamental, would be made in the rupted and greater returns from his tung and Lieutenant Llebman, who a mere adjunct, nut tne paim aoes
treaty was predicted, since it only re- Investments, regardless of Justice to were convicted of the murder of Lleb not mind. All the air It wants is for Trip Over the Cascades In a Gasoline
Sleigh Wat a Distinct
mained to gain the consent of
the vanquished and the victors In the knecht, had been allowed to escape the leaves above.
Success.
to changes favored by the war, ihe victors who . might suffer, In from prison on false release orders
roots,
fig
encircling
of
sheath
The
British and presumably by the Amer- this case, being the French.
and get to Holland on false passports, moreover, cause It no Inconvenience,
A spectacular trial trip was recently
icans. These Included the readjustIt had been known that Lieut. Kurt because It would not, In any case, In made across the Cascades In a motor
ing of the Silesia clauses so that
once
In
It
girth
risen
after had
Vogel, convicted of the same crime, crease
sleigh, and a number of photographs,
The setting up of an Independent re
the population may obtain
had escaped in the same way. All this from the ground. It Is, In fact, a case
Dr.
with
provinces,
Rhine
public
plebthe
in
taken at various stages of the Journey,
a
probably through
accommodation
or
symbiosis
mutual
of
great
against
has aroused
bitterness
are reproduced In Popular MechanHans A. Dorten as president, has still
iscite : reduction of the period of occu
paira
species.
The
the government in the minds of many between the two
ics.
The achievement of the motor
pation along the Rhine from fifteen to further Increased the bitterness be- people.
gives the necessary assistance to the
sleigh was almost as amazing as that
ten years; and the addition of some tween France and Germany, The Berbaby fig, and afterward support to Its
of the flist army tank, conquering, as
plan by which the Germans shall have lin government, of course, refused to
Another "leak" sensation enlivened maturing branches, while the foliage it did, all kinds of obstacles. Skimming
ordered
and
recognize
new
state
mer
the
of
amount
of
a
use
certain
the
the proceedings of the United States which these bear provides welcome
chant shipping with which to resume the prosecution of Dorten for high senate last week when Senators Lodge shade to the roots of Its patron. Jour- the surface of snowfalls, old or new,
claimed
treason.
Then the Germans
the strange little vehicle broke Its way
trade and help pay the reparations.
and Borah declared that to their cer nal of Natural History Society of through primeval passes with never a
The endeavor among the allied dele to have discovered that the scheme
knowledge copies of the peace Bombay.
stumble. The rescue of an automobile,
gates was to assure the world that was fostered and aided by the French tain
treaty,
denied to the senate, had been
hopelessly stalled In the drifts of
such changes as might be made In the and that Marshal Foch and Premier in
Film Stars Muan't Osculate.
the hands of New York financiers
pass, was a mere inchfent in
terms were contemplated not In the Clemenceau had told the Rhlnelanders
days. Their statement was
some
police of Japan do not like to Its progress. Crossing a deep gully on
for
The
government
would
German
to
Germany,
"the
that
but
leniency
to
way of
not doubted and Senator Hitchcock
see kissing in public and therefore a pair of hemlock poles was but one of
make the conditions "workable" and never again have anything to do with
White House film stars are not permitted to oscu the day's adventures. The Intended
bring about a speedy peace and re the left bank of the Rhine, and hence after conferences at the
the propagandists could not be pun- and the state department, asserted late on the screen. In six months up substitution of the motor sleigh for the
sumption of normal business every
The Berlin press said the that the copies In question had been to March 1 the police censors removed dog drawn sledges of Alaska's snowClemenceau and the rest of ished."
where.
He Introduced a resolution 2,350 kisses from films. Only one kiss bound post trails means more to the
stolen.
the French were said to be strongly French had a propaganda fund of
calling for an Investigation by the was allowed to remain. It was a kiss people of that great territory than may
to
It
bribe
George
the
were
and
using
Lloyd
changes.
any
to
opposed
foreign relations.
granted to Columbus by Queen Isabel be generally realized. Jack London and
was reported as favoring concessions, people of Rhlneland and the Palatinate committee on
la and was shown la Tokyo only, as others have limned the malemute as a
President Wilson, after first standing to favor the Independent republic. It is
the censors deleted it before permitting romantic figure; but the followers of
adopted
Wednesday
on
aloof, taking the position that the true that the French look with favor
The senate
photoplay "Columbus," to discover the trail know well he is never that. It
the
they
British and French Bhould come to an on the new state and apparently
the resolution for submitting to the
Is the elimination of much human hardagreement among themselves, under will, so far as possible, protect It from states the Susan B. Anthony amend the provinces.
em ship, as well ns canine Inefficiency, that
hundred and
Three
Mangovernment.
General
some
of
as
the
Ebert
them,
granting
to
the
reconcile
and
ment
to
took
the Constitution
films, states recommends the gasoline method.
the alterations had been favored by gin, commanding the French army of franchise to women. The vote was 56 braces were omitted from 2,144
pho
American delegates his task was main- occupation at Mayence, has forbidden to 25. The house already had adopted the Far East. The titles of
Quick Action Called For.
ly to persuade the French. Orlando's strikes and other disturbances directed the resolution and as the women of 28 toplays were altered by the censors
were killed,
When an angler drops a line he
attitude was not made clear. He was against the Rhenish republic. The states now exercise presidential suf- and 127 murder scenes
German government formally protest frage there is little doubt that the Reels entirely prohibited numbered 57. hopes to get an answer right away.
more Interested, anyhow, In the settle
ed to the armistice commission against amendment will be ratified by a suffl Most films shown In Japan are from
ment of the Adriatic question.
America and a large proportion of them
pledges,
the course pursued by the French. The dent number of states.
In view of his
originally contain a little kiss or so,
5
the position taken by Premier Lloyd British and Americans In the occupied
showing the difference in standards be
territory, It was said, were taking no
George is surprising until one consld
The springing of another big bomb tween east and west.
ers the fact that he Is the head of a part in the affair and would take none, plot by
terrorists early in the week
very shaky and unwieldy coalition
has aroused the national government
ministry, which even now Is threaten
Trying to Kid Him.
The reply of the Austrians to the to the necessity of rounding up and
Kelly field an Instructor
lng to go to pieces. The liberal and
Down
at
disposing of the anarchists who are
m
labor elements In England have been terms of the peace treaty handed to running amuck In this country. Wil left on a fulough and his cadets were
assigned to other "flights" for their
urging greater leniency toward the them was a dignified, rather pathetic
liam J. Flynn, new chief of the bureau
flying practice. By mistake one was
German In order that the treaty may and almost hopeless plea by Chancellor
of Investigation of the department of
would
that
conditions
Renner
Karl
for
be signed and calmness be restored to
attached to a "circus" squad.
republic Justice, has been given a free hand,
When his turn came he climbed Into
the industrial world, and it Is fair to permit the German-AustriaIn
Uní
the
anarchy
to
end
with
orders
m
the rear pit and the instructor took
sirppose that the premier has been to live and to organize for the existm
ted States, and his record warrants the
him up to 6,000 feet, swung the ma
trying to placate those elements. Ve- ence of an Independent commonwealth
prediction that he will go far toward chine Into a spiral nose dive, and
hement denials by the British press He outlined the history of its estabdoing that very thing. This time the
and attacks by British correspondents lishment and argued that it has no re "Reds" sought to kill Attorney Gen waved his arms above his head to In
m
empire
of
the
latlon
former
with
the
on American correspondents who have
dicate that the cadet should right the
m
eral Palmer and other
m
made public the state of affairs will be Hapsburgs. His country, he urged, officials in eight cities of the East, machine.
m
considerately
as
as
be
treated
should
dropped
worth.
to
they
are
had
machine
taken for what
When
the
the other nations that have sprung Cordite bombs were exploded at their 2.500 feet, gaining momentum rapidly,
H
M
from the Danube monarchy. Like the residences, but they all escaped death the Instructor became alarmed and
While the allied armies of occupa
H
to
blown
was
One
conspirators
of
the
frequent
reference
made
Germans,
he
a
at
who
waved
move
to
ready
forward
cadet,
at
the
looked back
tion are
pieces by his own bomb In Washing
so
and
did
points,
to
the
the
fourteen
moment's notice If the Germans refuse
his arms above his head and grinned
Vienna papers when the terms were ton and a watchman was killed In New The pilot grabbed the controls and
to- sign the treaty, the Germans them
says
attorney
extra
general
York.
The
The press de
landing.
selves are not Idle In the game line, given to the public.
m
legislation Is not needed to take care made a safe
m
explained that this was
The
Noske, minister of defense, has made clared the terms were cruelly harsh,
cadet
m
wishes
he
bomb
and
throwers
of
these
anger
shown
against
was
much
flight, and he thought the in
first
his
m
a tour of the coast defenses and di- and
the authorities to treat them like other
m
Czechs
and
Italians,
the
when
kid
him
to
trying
was
emer
ready
to
for
be
structor
forces
all
rected
to
give
not
radicals
the
criminals and
3
so he pretended he wasn'
waved,
he
gencies In case of the resumption of The people generally were bitterly dls
m
appointed to- find that they were not the chance to say the government Is seared.
naval operations, and the fortifications
persecuting them.
near the borders hnve not yet been being treated much better than the
dismantled as the treaty requires. The Germans, and a big meeting of protest
Mexico to Restore Ruin.
The strike situation In Canada Imarmy, much of was held. The public view was ex
German volunteer
palace of Cortez, In the suburbs
The
In Winnipeg
which is in the eastern part of the pressed by Doctor Trelchl, a banker, proved considerably.
m
of Coyoacan, Is to be reconstructed by
: "The only thing for the Aus
said
who
most
soldiers
threatof
the
returned
equipm
so
well
large
and
country, is so
government and used as a museum
the
m
ay:
might
to
'We
as
people
is
against
trian
ened
and
action
strikers
the
ped that it must be taken into serious
conquest.
m
Spanish
of the
well Join with Germany, as we are the leaders of the latter appealed fir for relics
m
Only recently the su
consideration.
The structure, 400 years old, has been
m
In
We
companions
misfortune.
have
was
believed
"protection."
the
strike
It
a
circu
out
sent
command
army
preme
In
the
ruins.
into
fall
to
allowed
"
so.'
by
doing
to
lose
nothing
off.
soon
might
be
called
This
action
lar asking the people of Germany
courtyard are ancient trees, under
The grand council of German Aus already had been taken by the workers
whether they favored the resumption
which Hernán Cortez and his familiars
of the war, and when the government tria adopted the report of Dr. Otto of Toronto. In Toledo, where automo- were wont to rest. These are hun
w
was
on
to
workers
effect
strike,
which
bile
plant
are
the
there
Bauer,
that
called Von Hindenburg to account for
of years older than the ancient
dreds
In
men
were
which two
this he had a ready excuse which was the peace terms meant the death sen were riots
building Itself. The chapel attached
killed by guards.
tence of the Austrian republic.
nfar from an apology.
to the palace Is still In good condition.
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Time's Changes.
"Times shore change," philosophi
cally said Gap Johnson of Rumpus
Ridge. "Just tuther day, as it were,
nobody thought anything in pertlckler
If a feller took a demijohn to church
under the back seat of Ms wagon, and
after the sermon had grown sorter
tiresome winked a few of his friends
outside to help him lap It up and fool
around and swap horses and mebbey
fight a little in a general way.
"But now, by grit, if he even smells
of patent medicine on a week day he's
got to produce the omenlck and p'tBt
out the place whur It says he's got th
deadly disease that he Claims to have
taken the medicine for." Kansas City
Star.
Proud of Hl "Profession."
"Burglars who served In the army
are olng back to their old trade," said
a London police official the otner day.
"These men deliberately elect to live
by stealing because they find it adventurous. It was with the same spirit
that they Joined the army. At least
one convicted burglar won the Victoria
Confirmation of this characcross."
teristic is provided by a captain in a
famous fighting regiment, who declarea
that one of the bravest men In his
company, a corporal with a D.Clí. and
other honors, declared himself a professional thief. "His one regret," remarked the officer, "was that the recruiting authorities would not let him
describe his occupation on his attestation papers as 'burglar.'"

LiKed Better
Than Coffee
for its uniformly high grade
of flavor, its always steady
and fair price, and its econ- omy

n

'ostum Cereal

-

Jugo-Slav-

-

If you want a satisfying beverage that will stop complaints about "poor coffee'
or the "high price" of coffee,
start using Postum and note
results.

Usually sold

at

15c

and 25c
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Everywhere at Grecers
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Roy, New Mexico

IRVIN OGDEN. SR.

Newly furnished thruout,
new methods, Catars to the

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

$1.50 Per Tear

Subtcriptioo

Entered as
postofTice

second-clas-

matter at the

s

in Roy, New Mexico.

bought-u-

Class. $5.00 per month, two
lessons per week. At present Farm for Sale
240 acres, a mile and
at Mrs. Crowe's. SEE HER

dailies in N. M. and have to
peddle out piffle at the behest of
the owners and hear their

from Roy, 14

"'Master's voice" before they
dare bark or even growl, Them
guys has our sympathy.
Press stands
to lose its prestige mighty fast
during the next few months.
News is news and it cant always
be bought up, renovated and put
out as the real dope. The polic"
of controlling the Associated
Press in the interests of the big
interests which own it is the
surest way to undo it. There
will be a news center within a
year that will make the owners
of the A. P. worry over their
investment.

Roy. N, M,

Attorney at Law
Careful Attention

Prompt and

"CASE" Strongest and best
Threshing Machine made. A
Size for Every Farm.
C. B. Studblefield Co.

Given all Business Entrusted
to me

NEW MEXICO

ROY

Meets at the Christian Churh,
Roy, N. M every Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

I

I

possibl- e- and give the best in "after. service when
required.

CHRISTIAN

ROYS

"

sill

PLEASANT VIEW
First Sunday each Month at 3,.
p.m.
MILLS
11.00 a. m. 8PM..
Sunday
at
3rd
O. W. Hearn, Pastor..

!!
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Survivor trf "Battle of Big Horn" Touring Southern Department Tell-- .'

r

'

wP2k

Motorbike

ML Mil
Hit KYI II

CUSTER VETERAN

models.

Methodist Episcopal Church
ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT

hflmim
U.Wfl

30 Days Free Trial ivA1.

I

-

UHY

tfllf

f

liBMfl

days free trial actual riding test.
charges
decide
if you
Wa nav return
.
.
..
r
i
not to keep it, ana mane no cnarge ior

1VJ YBiVt

1111

a veteran of
Custer's famous Seventh cavalry, has
for many months been devoting all of
his time to war work with the Army
Young Men's Christian association,
He Is now on a tour visiting all mili
tary camps in the six states of the
Southern Military department enter
talning the soldiers with stories of the
great West of the long ago.
Colonel Goldin has had an unusual
and picturesque career on the frontier
as soldier, government scout and quar
termaster clerk, having participated in
among
several Indian campaigns,
them the "Battle of the Big Horn,
where Custer and some five hundred
veterans went down before ten times
their number of Indians. He has been
In the Army Y. M. C. A. work since
November, 1917, serving first at Fort
Bliss and later at Presidio. He has
been booked by the educational bureau of the Southern Department Army
Y. M. C. A. for a speaking tour in
Southern department camps.
Colonel Goldin owes his life to the
fact that during the battle of the Big
Horn he was serving as regimental
clerk, and in that capacity was doing
duty .as mounted orderly.
He was
sent "to Major Reno, some three miles
away, with dispatches ; but even then,
during most of the ride, he was a tar--

IPM f

WAl't

UM

rW

wear and tear during trial. We make
no effort to influence your decision.
The trial is all at our expense.
k
- to- -

Faslsrv-

--

it

fche New Electric
Lighted RANGER
MntnrhikA lWndel.
One ol the Famous "44.
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We hnvo

claced JS00O
in trust in the crreat First
National Bank of Chicaeo
to guarantee to you the tail
ful performance of our
day trial agreement.

Rider Agents Wanted

Tí

1k

n

everywhere
y

your friendaand neighbors ia"RAN6t"
hnt

m

HASICKR""
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C.B. STUBBLEFIELD

(incorporated)

Riders
If von decide tokeeo It
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bicycles.

Liberty News
James Christman
and daughter Norma visited at
Dawson Saturday and Sunday
and transfered the organ from
Mr. and Mrs.

Dawson Church which was purchased by Liberty Sunday School

our irreat new offer

cy

Mr. Will Mitchell

CYCLE COMPANY

5

No. Canal SL

No Separation In Sight.
Mrs. Marl; "Mrs. SUanner' tells me
that her husband is an ardent lover of
books' Mr. Mark "I wish he'd prove
fickle to two volumes of mine which
he enticed away more than five years
ago." Buffalo Express.

arid family

Pleasant View were the Sunday guests of B. R. Stuarts family
of

CHICAGO

George's Discovery.
Little Georpte snfd the other day at
the table, "Now, when I sit In my chair
rov feet won't touch the floor, but
when I walk around they touch the
floor jus-i- . as well as anybody's."

The many friends of Mrs. L. A
Brown, who is in the Tueumcari
Hospital, regret to know she is
not improving.
Thos. Blankenship of Brand
visited his sister. Mrs. L. A.
Canon Sunday.

at
11

m.1

Roy Christian
a m and 7:30 p m

2nd and 4 th Sunday

at Mills

a m and 7:30 p m
Pastor
J. M. WILSON,
11

&Co.Prnn. tftr

BAPTIST

J.W. Beck, Manager,

ia the oldest and mott succemf ul bicycle
concern in the world, with a Service de-- 1
partment that caret for the parts and
repair needs of more than a million
every "RANKER" we ship
u nt íi riders. With
roes a Certificate of Guarantee for
iiiwn
Five Years.
Borns, Electric Light Oof-- 1
TIOCC
III Eds lita, readv.to-un- e front and
rearwheel' Inner Tubes, Tool Kitf, etc..
At RnfiirnArtflforall bicvcles and coaster- hrskea.all accurately nictured and described
in the sundry pages of the bin new Ranger
1
Cátalos. Write for it. It's Ireel All the
iaa. imnnrtnd and .American novelties In
enuíDment and attachments at prices SO low
they will astonish you.
no exnnm wmwmt- - ninni.
imm
by miersui.g
od tuoy
v0U nd

,u .elect u o
Send . No Money .?J?; aii4.rriS4hNoi;icyci.
dries w.Uwat first learning what we offer.
fmliuii iwouuwi luymww

3rd Sunday
Church

NewMex.

ROY,

-

V. Goldln,

1st Sunday

and LIVERY

bicycle you select.
'UU.X rtlfc- FREIGHT CHAKtifcS
PA1D TO YOUR TOWN, lor thirty

"RANGER"

ing Experiences.

Regular Services as follows:
at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p

R oy G arag e

Racers, Juniors

for children; Ladles' models too all at
prices made possible only py our aciory
seiung poucy.
VCi. airect-io-na- er

I

-

in the famous KAivutH Line
of bicycles. AH are pictured
in natural colors in our latest
catalog, There are many other
models also. We ship the bicycle
you select direct from our Factory
n't Wholesale Price and save you money.
There is a Mead bicycle to suit the
taste of every rider electric lighted

,

Services 2d Sunday of each.
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each' month .at
11.00 a. m, and 8.0U p. m.
Communion service at the morn,
ing service.

Choose from 44 styles, colors, and sizes

17

Col. Theo.

Mr. F. A. riARGENT,, President
Mrs. Myra O. DeFbees, Sec'y

year at an operating expense so small that its wonderful. This advertisement is to urge prospective
buyers to place orders without delay e. Buy a Ford
car when you can get one, We'll take good care
of your order get your Ford to you as soon a3

Pasture leased all goes for $11.50
per acre. Enquire of Faustin De
Laney at Jno. Schneider farm

J. B. LUSK

The Associated

quarter
acres beans planted
a

Supt

Y. P. S. C. E.

THE UNIVERSAL CAR
Its no longer necessary to go. into the details
describing the practical merits of the Ford car
everybody knows all about "The Universal Car."
How it goes and comes day after day and year after

Physician in Charge.

Mrs. J. P. Reynolds Music

p

Abernathy,

G. R.

New Mexico.
Eyes Tested and Glasses
Correctly Fitted,
CARUS PLUMLEE,

Proprietor
editor of one of the

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M)
Your
at Christian Churcn.
necessary.
is
presence

ROY,

Mrs Laughlin

It must be aweful to be an

Church Directory

Plumlee Hospital

best trade.

'

N

Man and the Lower Anim...s.
Only about 5 per cent of the lower
animals are defective at birth, a rouch
tower ratio than among human bV.ogs.

New Cafe

The Spanish American

SPANISH-AMERICA-

First Sunday in each montn.

Services 11, A. M., 7.30, P. M.
1)60 Acre Farm For Rent
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.
5 miles east of Roy. 350 acres
SUNDAY SCHOOL
under cultivation will allow a
narr. to be summer-falloweat 10 A.M. each Sunday,
Possession given in time to plant
P. L. Gunn, Superintedent.
a wheat crop this fall. Plenty of
house, barn,
water, good
G00
i!5YfiO ft. under construction.
acres of grass fenced, 500 acres
CATHOLIC
open range. This is a money- mnVpr nnfi of the best wheat
Mass twice each month 2d and
farms in the state. If interested 4th Sundays
at the Catholic
see or write
Roy, N. M.
Church.
L. M. Wagner Pwoy, New Mex.
Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.
d.

New Blacksmith

Rev. Fr.

Felix Vachon,

Priest in charge,

Shop

J.D.Romero Pro.

East of I, O. O. P, Hall
Irvin Mayberry writes from
Horseshoeing, Wagons, buggys
Public Virtue.
Sitka, Kansas sending another
That patriotism which, catching its
purchased the and Farm Machinery repaired
yars subscrsption and assurance Inspiration from on high, and leaving Mr. L. A. Canon last week,
All work guaranteed
distnnce
below
Immeasurable
Slusher
an
farm
Samuel
thathe wants itto "keep coming" at
all lesser, groveling, personal inter this is a valuable abdition to Mr.
English and Spanish spoken
ests and feelings, animates and
his
of Canon's other property and
We are expecting to have some prompts to deeds of
obtaining
.
.
.
of devotion,
that is friends rejoice in his
Miss McNama
news to tell next valor,
real ll
public virtue; that is the noblest, the
same.
Stenographer
Public
week. Fred Brown will be back subliniest cf all public virtues
Clay.
from Tulsa, where he has been
Daily Thought.
making a deal that will take
He who Is false to present duty
breaks a thread In the loom, and will
seven figuras to write the amount

Miss McNama
Public Stenographer

LODGE DIRECTORY
A. F. & A, M.
ACACIA

LODGE

no.

53

oil-we-

1

JSZ'

mW.

Y

'

the flaw when he may have forgotten ihe causu. Henry Ward Beech-er- .
find

'v

''

SEE and TRY

1

El Dorado Hotel

-

New

DE LAVEL
COL. THEO.

W. GOLDIN.

e
get for a number of
shots
taken at him by the Indians. He was
with Major Reno during the remainder
of the fight, which lasted two days.
Among other campaigns he took part
In was what was known as the "Big
Horn and Yellowstone Expedition,"
which was probably the largest single
expedition ever sent out against hostile
As government scout and
Indians.
courier, he served under Gen. Nelson
A. Miles at the Tongue River cantonment and later with his old regiment
at Fort Meade. In 1870 he was In
Arizona with different regiments at
war with the Apaches. Later he carried dispatches for a time between old
Fort Bliss, near El Paso, to thé various posts as far down the border pf
Eagle Pass.
As Y. M. C. A. man, he worked wit
the Kansas City association, anc
among colleges and universities ir
Oklahoma, Missouri and Kansas. Foi
several months he served at Oklahomr
City in the boy scout vork.
Colonel Goldin was awarded the
Congressional Medal of Honor for hb
services in 1876 during the Custer cam
Iaisn.

CREAM
SEPARATOR

long-rang-

Settle the Separator question
Now! by buy ing the Best-A- sk
your neighbor then prove

it to yourself.
ROY

TRADING

COMPANY.

LOCAL AGENTS.

We Buy Cream for Cash.
'A pleasant place to trade"

F. S. Brown, W.

M.

Irvin Ogden, Secy.
All Masons welcome.

Under new Management

Charles Chapman, Proprietor

E. Las Vegas, N.M.
OF THE
90TH COMMENDS "Y"

COMMANDER

The

Meets 2d and 4th Saturdays of month!

Gen. Henry T. Allen Says Red
Men Went "Over
the Top."

Trl-ang-

MaJ. Gen. Henry T. Allen,
of the Ninetieth division, composed nlmpst wholly of Texas nnd
Oklahoma ;troops, has written J. W.
Nixon, division secretary of the Army
com-mnnd-

as follows:
"Dear Mr.' Nixon:
"By reason of the excellent work
shown by the Y.' M. C. A. assigned to
the Ninetieth division throughout the
period September
I ask that in
behalf of this division you express to
nil members concerned my sincerest
thanks for the highly Important services rendered by them. Through these
trying days, from your headquarters
at Griscourt, where a canteen, warehouse and dormitory were established,
your valuable activities were at all
times in evidence up to the assaulting
battalions and back from those advanced elements with the wounded
through the various medical stations
to the field hospitals.
"Nine secretaries were with the Infantry battalion, and two secretaries
(F. A. Daves and B. F. Ford) actually
went over the top with the assaulting
battalions and carried on their work
in the midst of the severest losses. 1
specially desire to commend the zeal
and fortitude of these two gentlemen,
and to thank the Y. M. C. A. for having sent such excellent representa-

Free Baths,
Steam Heated,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homtl ke Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the
Main Business District

Tourists and

Land-Seeker-

s

Will find this the right place.

I..O. O.JF.
HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

Evening
Visiting Brothers always

wel-com-

e.

Melville Floersheim,

N. G.
Wm, G. Johnson, Sec'y.

Y. M. C. A.,
.,

12-1-

tives to us.
"Very truly yours,
(Signed) "HENRY T. ALLEN,
"Mnjor General"

Something Worse.
"Remember,
son, Garfield
drove
mules on a tow path and Lincoln split
rails." "I know, dad ; but, say, did any
of these presldrnts ever crank a cold
motor In a blizzard for half an hour
before he discovered that lie didn't
have any gasoline?" Richmond
Times-Dispatc-

How Man's Strength Fluctuates.
The strength of males Increases rap-Idlfrom twelve to nineteen years,
and more slowly and regularly up to
thirty years, after which It declrnes.
The strength of females Increases at
a more uniform rate from nine to nineteen years, more slowly to thirt', after
Which It falls off.
Admired His Pluck.
"Well," said L'ncle Si Brugglna after
a solo by a fashionable church choir
tenor, "if that ain't the rudest thing I
ever saw.
as soon as that young
man began to sing, every other member of the choir stopped. But he went
through with it, and I must sny I admire his spunk." Boston Transcript.

Jut

Rebekah Degree
HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. O. F. Hall
Miss Etta Hornbaker. N. G.
Mrs. Grace V. Ogden, Secy.

Visiting Sistera welcome

' Buy a Community Rig" a
CASE- All Steel.

-

the C. B.

Stubblefield Co.

Old Rivers and New.

Henry praised to me lately the manners of an
calm,
river, as perfectly distinguished from those of a new river. A
new river Is a torrent; an old on
slow and steadily supplied.
Whal
happens in any part of the old rivei
relates to what befalls In every othei
Part of it. 'Tis full of compensations,
resources nnd reserve funus. Emerson's Journal.

THE
All of Solano New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

6--

Administrator's Notice
LrNOTIGE is hereby given

that

let-

ters of administration upon the eslate

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
of Claude Herbert Hand, deceased,
Department of the Interior,
.have been granted to the undersigned
by the Probate Court of Mora County, U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New
May, 13,' 1S19.
New Mexico, bearing date of March 4, Mexico,
Notice is hereby given that '
1919.
Filomeno Olivas, of Albert, N. M. who
All persons having claims against
on Jan, 20, 1916. made H-No, 021413
said estate are required to exhibit
for the SWi; Wi SEJ, Sec,30 andWl
them to me for allowance within six
3), Twp, 20N, Rng. 29E, NM
months from date of said letters or NEJSec.
PM,
they may be precluded from any benehas
fits of said estate and if said claims Finalfiled notice of intention to make
Three Year Proof, to establish
be not exhibited within one year from claim to
the land above described, be
the date of the granting of the letters fore w.H. willcox, U.S. Commissioner
on paid estate, they will be forever at his office at Roy, N. M., on ,
barred.
July, 9. 1919,
D. A. ESPY,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Administrator.
Victoriano Martinez Juan Tafoya

DawsonNews

Bank
With
The

Roy

)

County of Mora

Federico Pacheco

)

Jose Domínguez
All of Albert, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

8

ss.

)

It

&

Savings

Bank
"The Bank of Helpful Service"

family as soon as possible.
16

Dai',
Maintain your
fame you need.

May

--

Claimant names cs v;:'.ne;re::
A. J. Baker
M. N. Faker
R. R. Leach
J. .1. Dixnfss
All of Roy, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE, Regieter.
7--

NOTICE FOft PUBLICATION'

c

Liberty Garage
Blacksmith & Machine Shop

NOTICE FOE PUBLICATION

ISOLATED TRACT
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office

at

Clayton

"C" of

men, of David, N M.
Chirles H Fryor, James C Malone,
6 28
Rosebud, N M,

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register

New Mexico
May.

NOTICE

8,1919.
as direct-

FOR PUBLICATION

Notice is hereby given that,
ed by the Commissioner of the General
Land office, under provisions of Sec.
2455 R. S., pursuant to the upplicationt
of Hugh C. Mitchell, of Roy, N M.
Serial No. 025174. we will offer at
public sale, to the highest bidder, but
at not less than $1.75 per acre, at 10
o'clock A. M. on the 17th day of July
1919 next at this office, the following
tract of land; SWJ-NESec 10 T20N
R 27 E, NMPM.
The sale will not be kept open, but
will be declared closed when those
present at the hour named haveceased

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Oilice at Clayton, New Mexico.
May 13, 1919
Notice is hereby given that
Blngley D Atkins.of Abbott.N.M. who
on Feb. 23d, 1918, made H-no, 025792
Sec, 5, SEJ-SEfor the
Sec, 8, Twp. 22N,
Sec; 6 and WJ-NRng, 25E, NMP.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Soldiers S year proof, to establish claim to the land above described,
before W H. Willcox, U.S.Commissioni
on July 9, 1911
at Roy, New Mexico,
Claimant names as witnesses:
bidding. The person making the
Joseph T. Bills
Robert E, Brock
will be required to immediately
R McKee
Joseph
Allie
Augur
J
to
pay
the Receiver the amount there
all of Abbott, N M.
of.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Any persons claiming adversely the
Register.
;;. rr-.
above described land are advised to ..
file their claims, or objections', on or
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
J

General Blacksmithing;

Horse Shoeing;

Repair Work

k;
Expert
J. D. WADE, Mechanician.
Power Machinery, Lathe's. Drills, Saws, Planers and
every kind of Power Equipment,
Wood-Wor-

Garage
Raymond A. Pendleton, Expert Mechanic, in charge
Automobile Accessories, Gas and Oils:
Repair Work,
Welding,
Cylinders
and Bearings Trued by the newest
Processes and most Accurate Machines.
All Repair Work fully Guaranteed.
Oxy-Acetyle- ne

Re-bor-

We handle all
S
at List Pric- e- Made
in Ford Factories. We have them in stock all the time.
FORD-PART-

The famous "MILLER' and "DREADNAUGHT'
'
TIRES and Tubes, 5000-mil- e
guarantee.

4--

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
May 8th, 1919
Notice is hereby given that
Leopoldo Anillada, heir for the heirs
of Modesto Andrada, deceased, of Roy
N. M. who, on Sept. 29th, 1615, made
H-J
Sec. 12 &
no. 020952 for
WJ-Sand
Sec. 1,
Twp. 18N. Rng. 26E. NMPM.
filed notice of intention to make Final
Nl-NE-

Si-N-

J;

Three Year Proof to establish claim
to the land above described, before
F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
office

at

Roy, N. M., on

June 19. 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
David Gonzalez
Pedro Narvaiz
U. S. Land
Marcelino Esqibel Department of the Interior,
Charles Varne
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
All of Roy, New Mexico.
May 13. 1918
PAZ VALVERDE,
Notice is hereby given that
Register
Emilio A. Chavez of Albert N. Mev.
who on May 21, 1915 made H. E. No.
4

NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,

at

U. S.

Land

Clayton, New Mexico.
May 18, 1919
Notice is hereby given that
Homer C. Mc Kenzieof Solano N. M.
on Dec. 1, 1914, made H. E,
who,
No. 018042 for NE1 Sec. 19 T 19N R 28E
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make final three year proof,
to establish claim to the laud above
described, before F. II. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Hoy, New
Mexiso or. the 9th dy July 1919
Claimant names as witnesses:
L. M. Livingston
Andrew S. Troup
G. R. Perry
D. N, Livingston
Office

Sec ,19,
for
Sec, 17
Sec, 20, SWi-SW- J
Sec, 18, T. 21N R. 29E

020124

SEJ-NE-

J.

-

Wj-NW-

J

and SEJ

P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
make three year proo.', to establish
claim to the land above described, before F. II. Foster, U. S. Commissioner,
at Roy, N. M., on the 8th day of May
TI. M.

1919.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Jcse A, Romero
DavidM.Val dez
Mariano Chavez
D. R. Gallegos
all of Albert New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE,
i
Register.

"A Community Rig for your
Try the
Neighborhood"
CASE Line.
C. B. Stubbleiit Id. Co.

fr

Si-NE- J;

SlJ-NW-

NJ-SE- J,

SWJ-SW-

J,

SJ-Se-

6-- 24

7--

May 28, 1919
Notice is hereby given that
Frank Salamon of Roy, N. M. who on
March 5, 1914 made H. E. No. 017585
for NWi; SJ NEJ: EJ SEJ Sec. 27
N Range 25 E. N.

Cleaning and Pressing
Mrs. Seidel and Miss Martinez.
4

--

?

T-2-

pV1

P. M. has filed notice of intention
to make final three year Proof to establish claim to the land above described, before W. H. Willcox, U. S.
Commissioner at his office at Roy, N.
M.

on

Ju'y

'I

11, 1919

-

911

8918m 9JJ

...

.

--

jr e

Claimant names as witnesses:
An'ony Patricks Stanislaus Rychlewski
Elmer V. Neil
A'l rf Roy N. M.

Harry

Welch

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office

Proprietors,
TO THE

PUBLIC

of
be
collected by the Vendor, from the customer, on Ice Cream,
Soda Water, and the other drinks, etc. served at Soda Fountains.
For the convenience of my customers, in making change,
and to facillate in computing the Tax, I have adopted the following schedule prices:
Ice Cream Cones, 4c. The Revenue Tax is lc, making
total cost to customer 5c.
Ice Cream in dishes, 9c per dish; Revenue Tax lc, making
cost to customers 10c.
Ice Cream with Syrup, 13c per dish; Revenue Tax 2c,
making cost to customer 15c.
Ice Cream with fruit, 18c per dish; Revenue Tax 2c, making cost to customer 20c.
Ice Cream Soda, 13c per glass; Revenue Tax 2c, making
cost to customer 15c.
Soda Water, any flavor, 9c per glass; Revenue Tax lc,
making cost to customer 10c.
For your information, I will state that there are many
combinations of Ice Cream, Soda Water, etc. which are served
at the Fountain, but which it woifld require a long list to
name, but you will remember that all of them come under the
above general classification, and on all of them Revenue must
be collected, according to the price at which they are sold.
Phosphate drinks, Coco Cola, and Root Beer are classed
.
as Soda Water; the various Sundaes as Ice Cream.
The Tax on most of the drinks sold in bottles is paid by
the manufacturers, therefore it is not collected at the Fountain. It has been necessary to reduce slightly the quantity of
Ice Cream served in the dishes and cones, but this seemed
preferable to the constant handling of Penny change.
Respectfully,

t.

M. D. GIBBS, Proprietor,
FAIRVIEW PHARMACY, P.oy, N. Mex.

Clayton, New Mexico,
May. 28 1919.

1
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The U. S. Revenue Laws require that a Special Tax
1 cent, on each 10 cents, or fractional part of 10 cents,

at

Notice is hereby given that Jacob
J. Digness of Roy, N. M. who on Dec
16, 1914 made H.E. no. 018947, for Lots
and 2, Sec. 6 Lots

R. A. PENDLETON & SON,

8

;

il.

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

Bring all your Mechanical Troubles to us,
Its Our Business to Fix Them.

at

8

Go-Dev-

Reasonable Rates.

U. S. Land

Clayton, New Mexico.
May 13191
Notice Is hereby given that
William H, Gay of Roy, N, M, who
No. 021712
on Feb 23 1916 made H-for Nl Sec, 34 T 22N R29E
X. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of Intention to make final three
year proof, to establish claim to the
and above described, before F. H.
at his
Foster, U. S. Commissioner,
office at Roy, New Mexico, on the
8th day of July, 191
Claimant- names as witnesses :
Hsrry Smith
Lyell Hazen
William Heath Johnson Campbell
all of Roy, N M
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
Office

FOR SALE- :- Koan Etnrham
Bull, 2 vcars eld alto a new
WiJl make very
low brices for cash if takeai
C.A.STRAWN,
at once.
Roy, N. M.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
May 28th 1919
Notice is hereby given that
James J. Campbf II heir for the he rs Department of the Interior, U. S. La:id
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
of Ellsworth J. Campbell Deceased of
"J
May 24.
1919 s,
Kephart N. M. who on March Kith and SE
' ,"
Notice is hereby given that
Add'l Se))t, 7th made h E. No 92 8
Roy,
Drlfimi
M.
Aguilar
N.
of
who
65 and No' 0224Í-1,
2,
Lots
Sec, 1 T. 21 N on Oct 11, 1915 made H. E. No. 324820
J
Sec. 25,
for
mkISEJ
Range 29 E
SWJ.'Sec 2M,and NEJ Soc. 35, T.19
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
NMPM,
has
of intention to make Final Three Year N. R. 24 E.
Proof, to establish claim to the land filed notice of intention t make tr.r e
year proof, tu establish cbim to the
above described
before F. H. Fo- - ter IT. S. Commission land above dsscribed, beli-rF. II.
Fntter, U. S Commissioner
er at Roy N. M. on Ju y 11. Iiil9.
Cry, New
(n J 'y IP, IÍ13- Claimant names us witnesses:
A. T. Carter
11
,v.
;.
Claimant nr.r.ic- - as wit.n::;.-e-;
Lyell Hazun
Jua-Ilany á;.-:'Isidro lío ñero, Sefotino Gar. a"
Frim seo Esquí tel VUvnte Martinez
all of Kephart N. M.
PAZ YALVERDE,
AH of Key, Ntw Mexico
Register
FRANCISCO
' Register,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

Auto Livery; Cars Housed and Cared For at

'

I

Miss McNama
Public Stencgaaphcr

ik-xic-

6--

Department of the Interior,

Header

d

.

Employs only Expert Mechanics in all Lints

hig-estb- id

before the time designated for sale.
PAZ VALVERDE
6
Register

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton. New Mexico,

2d-han-

Roy.New Mexico.

NEJ-NW-

Sec. 12, T. 19N, R. 2510, New Mexico
P. M., has filed notice of intention to
make Final Thrte Year Proof to establish claim to the land a! ove tie- scribed, before F. II. Foster, U S. Com
missioner, at his office at Roy, N. M..
on the 14th day of July 1919.

re

1

Good

ti. H;ltf

--

NJ-NE- i,

c

Oils-Wagon-

Pumps and Cylinders
Gas Pipe
Cream Separators,

-M

Notice is hereby given that 1
Oscar H. Redd oí Hey Moia Co, Ntw
Mexico who on Dec 14, 1914 nutde
Homestead Entry No. 019064 for NKJ
SEJ;
Sec. 11 NV7J
J;
J
sWJ;
and

J,

j

all th

;
-:.r-

I

NOTICE FOR ITBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Me:;ieo

NewMex.

ji-2- 8

:;:'u.:,i;.

(

Roy Trust and Savings Bank,

g

'Farm Machinery
Stock Tanks
Wind Mills
Oil Stoves
Well Casing
Harvester and Auto

The weather at Dawson was
above zero Sunday and Mon
day and snowed quite a bit.

Its many safeguards for the peoples money:
Its Capital, Surplus and Undivided profits over $40.000.00
Its alert Board of Directors
Its Conservative Policy

1

Closing Out

at a Bargain
P. & 0. Farm
Implements,
N. H. Barnes left Dawson Farm Wagons &
Sunday, dont know yet where he
beds, stock tanks
will locate and will send for

Pays

ROY,

Stove Store

Mrs. John Molinari of Dawson
was taken to Las vegas last week
with a light attack of insanity
aaving four children the young
est one being 8 months old,

'
I hereby certify that Letters of AdAre for
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ministration Was granted on the estate
YOUR
of Claude Herbert Hand, (deceased) on Department of the Interior, U. S. Lam!
the date above written.
Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
PROTECTION
In testimony whereof, I have hereMay 13, 1919.
unto set my hand and affixed the Seal
Notice is hereby given that t
of the county Court, this 4th day of Charlei E Merrill,
of Solano, N, M,
March, 19!9,
who, on March 27, 1916, made H. E, nt
021940, foa
J
PEDRO A. DURAN,
and WJ NEJ, sec.
Probate Judge. 15, Twp, 17N, Rng, 25E,
N,
M. P. M., has filed notice of intention
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
to make Final Three Year Proof to
Chinese Influence In Hawaii.
declaim
establish
land
to
the
above
in
Sports.
Outdoor
Health
The Chinese first planted sugnr-can- e Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
The great Increase in the number ot scribed, before
at the "Crossroads of the PaciOffice Santa Fe, N. M. May. 24, 1919.
Inmates at asylums for the Insane Is Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his offic" and mnimfactured sugar, and
Notice is hereby given that Leslie
fice
Roy,
191P.
N.
in
M.,
on
July
8th,
to be taken as a sign of the worry
when the I'lawciians began to cease
Scoope, of Mills.Mora Co, N. M., who
Claimant names as witnesses:
and uncertainty of our times. The rethe cultivation of turo It was the Chisumption of outdoor piny as soon as
E R Noyes
P J. Laumbach
nese who became the tnro planters and on July. 16, 1914, and Jure 10th 1916,
possible will restore equilibrium.
Did
H E Noble
Charley Farley the makers of pol the staff of life of made homestead entrys, No. 021378
SEl-Nan old base bal! player ever become
and No,021629 for NEJ-SEthe native Hawaiian.
all of Roy, New Mexico.
Insane?
and
NWJ.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Sec.34T.22N, R. 24E. N.M. P.Meri-dian- ,
Ancient Union.
has filed notice of intention to
Ladybugs to Fight Aphides.
The Cutlers' company of Sheffield,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Ladybugs will be collected by forest
England, was Incorpora ted by act of make Three Year Proof, to establish
service men in Oregon before the
in 624 and invested with claim to the land above dascribed,
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land parliament
F H Foster, U. S. Com'r at
powers "for the good order and govperiod of hibernation
is ended and
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Roy, N.N. July. 10, 1919.
freed in the wheat fields of the state
ernment of makers of knives, scissors,
May
13, 1919
to fight the aphides, of which the lady-bushears, sickles and other cutlery
Claimant names as witnesses:
Notice is hereby given that
is tlie natural enemy. The lady-hug-s
wares."
i
A. Hurford
A.
Ed Cheney
hibernate on mountain tops and Charles W Vest, of Dav"ii, N M, who,
Charles
Cheney
Mallinson
A.
G.
15,
on
Nov,
'15
24,
April
and
1918,madt
in protected canyons.
Optimistic Thought.
.
021110 and 025931, for SE1 Sec, 6
all of Mills, N. M.
There is no one that does not ones
i FRANCISCO
and SWi Sec. 5, Twp, 17N, Rng, 31E, In his life do a silly act.
DELGADO, Register
The Name Rose.
NMP,
The ij a me "rose" varies only slight- M., has filed notice of intention to
ly anions different nations. The Ro- make Final Three Yea.-- Proof to esBE
2
mans called it rosa a form adhered tablish claim to the lav., above deto in Italian, Portuguese, Spanish and scribed, before Charles P Talbot, U. S.
Russian. In Polish it is roza ; In Commissioner, at his office at ,w
Dutch, roos; in Swedish, ros, and in Clayton, N.M., on July 7, 1019.
French, German and Danish, rose.
Claimant names as witnesses:
James F St Peters, Harrison Goral
Wi-SE-

Baum Bros
Tin shop,

A well known young man was
badly hurt in the mines Tuesday

Trust

E.

State of New Mexico

6PANI8H-AMERICA-

J,

He

Pxtniim

M

3

Col. F.O.WHITE
Noted, Tried, Experienced!

A

uctioneer

Sec. 5, Twp. 19 N. Rng. 25E. N. M.
P. M. has filed notice of intention to If you want the services of art.
make final three year proof, to estabSALESMAN
lish claim to the land above described, whose work has always proven.
before F. H. Foster, VJ. S, Commissatisfactory, it will make you
sioner, at his office Roy, N. M., on
Money to consult me before mak
1919.
11
on July
,
ing your SALE DATES.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Wm. G. Johnson
Frank Aldeis
No Sale too Near or too Far.
O. H. Redd
Remijio Lopez
No Sale too Large or Small,
All of Roy, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.

You can have SALE BILLS
printed and make dates at the.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Spanish-America- n
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
New Mexico.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico

'

Office.

Roy.

May 28, 1919

REFERENCES :
Notice is hereby given that
Roy Trust and Savings BankV
Elizabeth H. Vigil, formerly Elizabeth
Roy, N. M..
New
Mexico,
H. Lohstroh, of Mills,
who on April 24 1916, made Homestead
Citizens State Bank,
Entry No. 022078 for the SJ SEJ; NWJ
Mills, N. 1L
Lots
SEJ; SWJ-NESec. 7 T. 20 N. R. 25E" N. M.
filed
M.
has
P,
What Canals Can Do.
notice of intention to make Final Three
There are 400 miles of navigablár
Year Proof to establish claim to the
waterways In Britain, yet the
land above described, before W. H.
of craft on them at th9i
Willcox, U. S. Commissioner at his
Is
moment
than one per mile. Oo
less
office at Roy N. M. on the
.
the other hand, Germany owes much-- ,
11th day of July, 1919.
to her highly efficient and economical
Claimant names as witnesses!
canal system. Her water roads link
Henry Lebert
Jose C Maestas
lip 700 Industrial centers, and goods
John McCrystel
Otto Lotstroh
sent by canal route cost much lesá
of Roy, N. M. than by rail.
of Mills,
PAZ VALVERDE, Register,
J;

SEJ-NW- J;

actual-percentag-

;

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

She ence was strangely quiet A sense oi
ritanical way, and she looked exceed- tlte for another's autobiography.
DEAL FARM LAUDS
ingly clean and correct Her very found it easy to tell him of her diff- vaulty emptiness oppressed her. She
smile was neat exactly adjusted be- iculties. He extracted encouragement went on with her lines. She under
tween those of the gracious hostess or Indirect compliment out of all of stood at last that she was getting w
laughs. She was not provoking those
and of the landlady.
them.
innesota Man at Last Found
Mrs. Chlvvls led the way to the room
When they arrived at her apartment punctuating roars that Sheila Kemble
What He Sought
that was for rent It took Daphne at house rhe said, "Sorry I can't ask yon brought forth. The audience had evionce. Spotlessness Is the first luxury up, but I bave no reception room, and dently had a hard week.
She decided that she must be playin a rented room and Puritan beauty I'm tired out"
too quietly; she quickened her After Long Search, the Wondrous
ing
your
enough
has a grace all its own. The mahogof
"You have wasted
any bed with Its twisted posts, the ex- time on me," he said. "I'll see you to tempo and threw more vivacity into
Productiveness of Western Canada
her manner. She moved briskly about
cellent Unen and the honesty of ev- the elevator."
Was Pointed Out, and Ho
erything won her completely.
As Daphne stepped into the hallway the scene, to Eldon's bewilderment
Is Going There.
She felt a sense of relief from the she found Clay Wlmburn there, wait- He seemed unable to find her.
end
She went through to the bitter
rather gaudy beauty of Leila's apart- ing grimly. He sprang to his feet with
He farmed for a number of years
ment She felt that Mrs. Chlvvls, who a gasp of relief. He caught sight of and spoke every line. But the audi- near WIndom, Minnesota, and as Mr.
ence was not with her for a moment O. S. Marcy told it, he had done well.
showed such fine restraint In her fur- Duane and his Joy died Instantly.
niture, would be equally discreet in
Wlmburn loved Daphne and wanted She used all her Intellect to find the He had made sufficient money to see
minding ber own affairs.
her for his own. He had counted her secret of Its pleasure, but she could him and his wife through their re"I'll take It," she said; "that is, if his own, and still had neither refunded not surprise It She tried harder and maining days.
devoyou'll take me."
the engagement ring nor paid for It hnrder, acted with the Intense
"But there were the boys," said Mrs.
's
tion of a wrestling bout, but she could Marcy, "and six of them, too some of
She Daphne was more pleased with
Mrs. Chlvvls said she would.
not score a point.
misery than with Duane's
said It with a New Englnndlsh parsi
the sir not yet back from 'overseas.'
The company looked worried and Yes, we are proud of them," the fond
mony of enthusiasm, but her eyes were
kindly and Daphne decided that she
"Won't you come up, Clay?" she fagged. The audience would not rise mother said, "but, oh I my, we had no
to anything humor, pathos, thrill. girl," and she bemoaned that. These
things
but
lacked
the
thought
nice
asked.
everyone
DAPHNE GETS THE BIG CHANCE THAT SHE HAS BEEN
courage to say them.
He murmured, "Can we be alone for When the play was over
boys had to be looked after. "Why not
avoid
her.
seemed
to
Chlvonce
moved
at
into
the
Daphne
little talk?"
them about you in your own
PRAYING FOR AND AT THE SAME TIME HAS FEARED.
and re- settle
She rubbed oft her make-uvls apartment what belongings she had
"I'm afraid not The Chlvvlses, you
You have good land
neighborhood?
out
walked
sumed her mufti. As she
brought on from Cleveland, and her know."
there, splendid neighbors, and every"Will you take a little walk with me
mother promised to dispatch the rest
thing that might be desired."
Synopsis. Clay Wlmburn, a young New Yorker on a visit to Clevehome.
as
soon
reached
she
as
them
of
In
the park?"
"Yes, that is all true," replied this
with
office
same
land, meets pretty Daphne Kip, whose brother Is In the
Wesley could not be persuaded to
"All right," she said as she led the
estimable lady, "but the land Is so
Clay In Wall street After a whirlwind courtship they become engaged.
stay over an unnecessary night His way out into the street. "I'm pretty
we couldn't afford to buy
Daphne goes to New York with her mother to buy her trousseau.
was In a perilous condition. tired, thoueh. I walked home from
business
there, although worth every cent
his
Europe
with
Daphne's brother, Bayard, has Just married and left for
The mammoth Cowper firm had gone the theater."
asked for It. You see we have six
bride, Leila. Daphne and her mother Install themselves In Bayard's flat.
owing him a handI" Clay snarled. "You
bankruptcy
Duane
into
"With
boys,
atand they are good one, too."
greatly
seems
who
Daphne meets Tom Duane,
some sum of money which he was not weren't too tired for that"
So, one day, three years ago, Mr. and
tracted to her. Daphne accidentally discovers that Clay is penniless,
The failure also
Daphne thought of the motor ride
likely to recover.
Mrs. Marcy rigged up the automobile
except for his salary. Baynard and his wife return to New York unexclosed an Important and profitable and the supper she had declined. She
for a touring trip. They wanted to In
two
the
shopping
excursion
and
a
on
pectedly. The three women set out
market for his calculating machines. said, "Are you dragging me out here
vestigate for the boys' benefit. The
younger women buy expensive gowns, having them charged to Bayard.
frightened his banks as well, and for the sake of a fight?"
It
ourney lasted for a year. It took
Daphne,
ahead.
expense,
seeing
hard
times
over
the
Is
Bayard
furious
no fight If you'll cut out
be
he had wrestled like another Jacob
"There'll
through Arizona with its varied
them
engageliving
her
own
breaks
and
Indignant, declares she will earn her
with an almost invisible cashier for that man Duane."
scenery, its climatic and agrlcurtural
ment with Clay. Through an introduction by Duane, Daphne Induces
money enough to meet his pay roll.
"Am I to have no friends at all?"
attractions; Into the canyons of ColoReben, a theatrical magnate, to give her a position In one of his comyou want, pro
slipped a large bill Into
can
have
all
"You
Yet
he
rado they went, and the agricultural
request,
Reben,
Duane's
at
fiasco,
but
panies. Her first rehearsal Is a
Daphne's hand when he bade her good- - vided"
possibilities there aroused a large
gives her another chance.
by at the station late In the after
"Let me give you one little hint,
amount of interest. Still undecided,
noon, and he whispered to her she Clay, for your own information. Every
down into the valleys of California the
should have other
time this Mr. Duane that you're so
automobile went. Fruit orchards were
back. Don't you think women can be
CHAPTER XI Continued.
called on him.
she
afraid of meets me he does his best
whenever
plentiful, grain fields were attractive,
trusted as far as convicts?"
Daphne reached the theater at seven to help me get my chance and he tells
but the psychological time had not ar
sighed.
he
suppose
so," he
But
"And
"I
"Well, I never I" he gasped.
otlock and sat In the dark on a can- me only pleasant things. Every time
rived. Reversing their way, they
ill this trip of your mother's and was convinced of the security of nei- vas rock, watching the stage hands you've come to see me lately you've
passed through Washington, Oregon
women
gone
nor
of
the
expenses
convicts
for
ther
the
fours and all the
listening to their repartee. been either a sick cat or a roaring
and
gather
and Montana and home. A year's Jour
was
lothlng?" was his first doleful thought under these new anarchies. He
Batterson arrived at length. He was tiger."
ney and no. results. "Oh, yes," Mr.
3e remembered the secoud mortgage convinced of only one thing, and that In one of his humane moods. He asked
She was planning to urge him to
Marcy said, "we had a delightful time,
helplessness.
was
his
properties
one
his
of
e had placed on
Daphne If she had memorized her lines help her and make their meetings
enjoyed It all but the day and night up
lmpor-nDaphne took him home in a taxicab.
t
O get the money for the vitally
um
she had. He told her rosier. But, lover-liksaid
and
took
she
he
In Colorado, when we were held up by
wedding festival. And now there At the apartment they caught Bayard
that he would give her another re- brage and pain and despair from her
wonderful snowstorm ; we and six
office.
greeted
rushing
He
for
his
Just
wedding.
The
ras to be no
next day after breakfast advice, and since they were again at
the
hearsal
Planking the snow embank
others.
affection,
whirlwind
vho was to bave assumed the burden his father with
"After breakfast," he explained, was the vestibule he sighed, "Good night,
ment, we came through safely, If a
f Daphne's bills was banished. but he knew that he would please one o'clock p. mi
Mrs. Duane," and flung out Into the
"Go Home and Get Married."
trifle Inconvenienced."
Daphne was again ber father's own Wesley better by hurrying on to his
morning Daphne presented her dark.
Next
It was interesting to hear these peo
neglecting
office than by
bis business
mild.
on the darkened stage she saw Battel
endured one of
and
to
Batterson
eleva
poor
self
sighed,
the
and
Daphne
talk. Their practical minds showed
ple
He was glad to have her back, but for the purpose of entertainment
his rehearsals, with his assistant read tor man who saw so much of this sort son. He tried to escape, but ab tnat tney naa not mcicea opportunities
by
Wesley
his
storm
with
took
Leila
not
had
le could have wished that she
cues in a lifeless voice. Bat of thing sighed with her and for ber. checked him.
for observation. They could not find
praise. He ing all the
jone away, since he paid the freight lavish and
Tell me frankly, Mr. Batterson, what they wanted for the boys. When
more discouraged than she
was
terson
He gathered
my
perform
in both directions. And now here was hod not seen her before.
matter
with
what was the
was. He showed It for a time by a
CHAPTER XII.
he was between twenty and twenty- Himself in New York and nothing to her to his breast then held her out natlence that was of the sort one
ance tonieht"
five years of age, Mr. Marcy pictured
to
ihow for all the split milk of time, at arm's length to praise her and
"Come to the office Monday ana to himself the kind of a home he
a shy Imbecile.
AU this while Daphne was kept In
praise Bayard for bringing her into the shows to
xtoney and emotions.
talk."
wanted. He reared a family of boys
He was so restrained that Daphne readiness to take Miss Kemble's part we'll have a little
"And I'll get my notice."
At the critical moment Daphne men- family.
you think I am In case the Illness of her child should
"Do
him,
out
for
broke
and had yet to find such a place. His
long
delay
as
the
Mrs. EIp did not
"I didn't say that."
tioned that the star whose understudy
year's journey had been fruitless in
a complete Idiot. Mr. Batterson?"
In death and in the further case
result
Wes
position.
Daphne's
But
on
dolsault
advise
honestly
you
fifty
would
thousand
would
was
earn
ihe
"What
my dear," said Batter that she should be unable to finish her
that respect.
from
"Far
it
ley
said:
me to do?"
lars that year in spite of the hard
young
One day he decided he would try
very
theatrical
a
With
are
the
intelligent
son.
"You
performances.
guess
long
talk and I
"I understand that you don't have what Western Canada could do. He
toes. "Fifty thousand dollars" had a "We've had a
you
are
most
of
is
and
estate
The
that
woman.
trouble
bad
season
such
in
to act Go home and get married."
Musical sound to Wesley's ears. If she's pretty set In her way. She's a too intelligent for the child's play of
had read of It, and he had friends
Reben's companies and theaters losing
Daphne could earn a tenth of that he good girl, though, mamma. And she
"I won't"
nurs
was
big
there who had done well. He toured
his
of
Kemble
stage.
a
kind
all
money
Sheila
heavily.
It's
the
we
mind
own
better than
knows her
fcould believe In miracles.
"Then go home and don't get mar the provinces of Manitoba, SaskatcheHe called
ery and you can't forget that facts are one certain dependence.
mind.
own
Let
Anyways,
her
It's
do.
live,
to
you
planning
were
rled."
"Where
wan and Alberta. He saw the vast
In this toy game. If you her his breadwinner.
With her have her way and If anything goes not facts
koney, while you're acting?
"I won't go home."
prairies, yielding their twenty and
foolish
go
be
yourself
and
could
crl
let
the
passed
baby
Miss
Kemble's
always
back
come
wronz she can
Bayard I suppose."
"There's one other place to go. twenty-five- ,
suc- sis and recovered.
and as high as forty bushyou
might
house
doll
play
the
and
And
then
home."
d
night"
"Oh, no," said Daphne; "we've
els of wheat, with enormous yields of
even when you know mother, worn out with the double Good
hard
ceed.
It's
her
over.
made
boiled
wife
It
His
was
left
He walked off and she
hli honeymoon enough already."
counfeel as much at home as an old kettle how. But it's impossible as long as strain, caught a little chill that became alone. She had the stage to herself. other grains. The north central
"Who with, thenr
grass
try,
which
and
the
afforded
the
like
try
out.
reason
It's
It
vou
to
went
choking
She
cold.
a blindlne.
on a stove to have her husband there
She stood In the big void and felt shelter that made
"Oh, by myself, I suppose."
g
a valfiction and all the arts through the Saturday matinee in
music
and
you
:
"Wesley
are
Kip,
over
on
boil
to
shook
bel
She
"Good Lord I you couldn't do that
alien forever alien.
uable adjunct to the growing of grain,
going to set there and encourage that You've got to pretend or you can't whisper, but the night performance head.
This place was not for her. was visited, interviews were had with
rery well a young girl like you."
else
anybody
you
make
can't
and
feel
beyond
her.
was
girl to ruin her life and her reputaShe had been tried in the balance and
"Why notr she said.
many from his own home
protect feel,
And now at last Daphne's chance ar- found wanting. She wondered if then the settlers,
He turned pale. This was like being tion without doing anything to
all were satisfied.
ag
and
district,
Daphne's
Indeed,
was
And
was
that
house
night
Saturday
rived. The
were anywhere a balance that she
tsked why babies were found under her?"
Only
day he arranged for
other
the
lmagl
her
ony.
not
release
could
She
"Oh, I guess she's not going to ruin
enormous In spite of the heat. There could bring down.
sabbage leaves. He was an
a car In which he will load his effects
or command her clear vision to were enough people there to make
nation
way
to
all,
anything.
best
the
After
Journey
She dreaded the forlorn
joned father, and he bad never been
to be taken to the Alberta farm he had
see what was not there,
protect folks Is to trust 'em."
fourteen hundred dollars twenty-fiv- e
home to her dreary room. As sbt purchased when on his visit.
lble to rise to the new school of
Mrs.
at
reported
night
she
Night
after
hundred for the day.
It was bald plagiarism, but Daphne
stepped out of the door someom Marcy goes with him, and the six boys
vitally Important topics with
and left it when the cur
got
theater
Wesley
Into
the
for
to
the
theater
Daphne,
trudging
no
complaint
made
upUfted
It
moved forward with
hat
e children vitally Interested.
will follow. He found the place he
by making tain rose. On one of these evenings ber usual stupid rebuff, walked Into was Tom Duane.
He looked very had pictured In his mind when he was
"Why, why," he stammered, "why, trouble at once, however,
stage
met
the
outside
her
Tom Duane
this crisis of her Ufe.
spick and span. His smile illumined twenty or twenty-fiv- e
jecause nobody does it, honey. Nice the suggestion that his wife remain
years old. "I
as a companion for her child. Mrs. door. His apology was that he felt It
Reben himself knocked at her dress the dull street and his hand clasped was
rlrls don't live alone."
to find It until I made my
unable
look
his
client
to
after
duty
his
wanted
sign
a
he
Kip
as
took
was
It
that
ing room door where Miss Winsor
hers with a saving strength. It lifted Western Canada visit. I bought the
Danhne studied him with a tender
make-up- .
He Invited Daphne to ride home In
He her from the depths like a rope lei
imusement He was so Innocent In to get rid of her, and Daphne refused his car, which was waiting at the curb, helping her with her
farm, añd I am satisfied. When I saw
Implored her to be calm, and he was so down from the sky.
Us way, In spite of all be must know, to take It at all.
steers
a carload of
urged
He
with
thanks.
declined
She
told
Wesley sat pondering In silence for
tremulous that he stuttered. He
Daphne would have been more con brought Into the Edmonton market,
?be understood what be was thinking
her that if she made good he would let tent if Duane had been Clay Wlmburn,
tf. She was sophisticated In the man a while; then he rose ana, mumoung,
1,700 pounds, that had never
rninwiw 1111 her Dlav the part till Miss Kemble It was Clay's duty to be there at such weighing
been Inside a building nor fed a bit of
ler of the nice girl of her time and "Be back in a little while," took his iiiMifiiinir"'
got well. He would pay her a hand a time, of all times.
ihe liked to treat submerged themes hat and went out.
grain, I was glad I had made up my
They wondered what mischief he
some bonus. He would put her out
Of course he did not know that thii mind." Advertisement
irith clean candor. She thought that
was up to and wnat iony ne wouia
at the head of a number two company night was to be crucial for her, but
írudery was a form of slavery.
next season.
Mean Intimation.
he should have known. Mr. Duani
"If you've Just got to stay In New commit He came back In naif an
"Mr. Jones says he would die for
Batterson came at last and ordered knew. It never occurred to Daphni
fork and Just got to work your mother hour with a smile of success..
him off the stage. Reben obeyed him that Reben had warned Duane of th jie."
"I guess It's all right. I been think
uld stay with you, I suppose."
"How can he when he's bald?"
Then Batterson talked to her. He told debut of bis protegee and bad invited
"But what becomes of you and your ing about all the different things been
her that there was no reason to fear him in fact, had dared him to watci
8a Id. We don't want Daphne living
iomer
the house. A Saturday night audience the test of her abilities.
"Oh. I'll eet alone somehow. I don't by herself and she don't feel like she
Important to all Women
All she knew was that Duane wai
was always easy. It wanted its mon
ought to trespass on Leila's home; so
atter."
ey's worth! It would help to get it, proffering homage and smiles and tin
Readers of this Pape.
This broke her heart. She cried out I got an idea and went down and saw
"I see." said Daphne. "I'm not prefaces of courtship. Daphne might
But you do matter, daddy; you mat the Janitor or superintendent or whathave failed to gain the hearts of hei
afraid of the audience."
tcr terribly. Can't you understand ever he is, and I asked him mightn't
Thousands upon thousands of women
"Then what on earth are you afraid audience, for all her toll, but here wai iiave
laddy, that I'm trying to relieve you It be there was somebody in this buildkidney or bladder trouble and never
without
effort
was
hers
nice
a
room
to
a heart that
of?"
and make myself useful Instead of a ing wanted to rent a
roapect it.
H
Perhaps Duane was her career.
"I'm afraid of mel"
oarasite? Thousands of women live girl. And be said there was a young
Women' complaints often prove to be
Batterson laughed scornfully. "Oh, was at least an audience that she could nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
done professional women, art sta couple felt the rent was a little high
you I You're going to score a knock sway. And she was miserably In need result of kidney or bladder disease.
lents, music students, college girls, and had an extra room. So we went
If the kidneys are not in a healthy conjormal-schoo- l
of some one that would pay her tin
out. You're going to make a big hit
women, besides the up and took a look at it Right nice
dition, they may cause the other organs
submission.
or
you've
Daphne,
Chlvvls
woman,
name
"so
al
of
young
"Yes,"
tribute
of
said
shops
In
women
and factories. It's
to become diseased.
ways told me."
So now when he said, "Won't yon
something like that ; said she'd be glad
xinilng more and more."
You may suffer pain in the back, headmy
car?" shi ache and loss of ambition.
to take my daughter In. I was thinkThe curtain rose. Miss Winsor and let me take you home In
"But you're not brought up to
mes
ing that if Daphne ,was up there she
the young man skipped onto their could hardly snub a heaven-sen- t
Poor health makes you nervous, irrita,
rade."
ble and may be despondent; it makes any
could see Bayard and Leila when she
Job ; the butler stalked ; Eldon entered senger.
"I wish I bad been."
She said, "Thank you you're verj one so.
and made his exit. Mrs. Vlnlng spread
"Well, that's a new complaint, any was lonesome or anything; and she'd
But hundreds of women claim that Dr.
an
on,
but " Oh. all right I" And
keep
kind
then
Eldon
could
sailed
they
you
and
handy
skirts
where
her
be
well
way, but
course
of
restoring
by
Swamp-RooKilmer's
In.
she
cue
bounded
anything."
Daphne's
got
Finally
or
sick
went back.
wouldn't do anything wrong; but If eye on her If she
health to the kidneys, proved to b just
tx
must
"You
When Duane said:
,
came.
you lived alone you'd be misjudged,
The three women looked at him In
the remedy needed to overcome such
She was startled a little as Batter hunery after aU that hard work conditions.
and men would keep throwing tempta amazement He bad solved the riddle
Many send for a sample bottle to see
son nudged her forward. She went to Aren't you?" she said, "Yes, I guess
tion in your way."
that baffled them all and had comprothe great kidney,
what Swamp-Roothe door and opened it on her new am a little."
"I had plenty of that when I was mised the irreconcllables.
bladder medicine, will do foi
and
liver
eatT
we
ehall
said,
"Where
he
When
public
with
debut
make
her
to
career
Seven
sight
and
the
Is
a
living at home."
"I'll bet the place
She Reached the Theater at
them. By enclosing ten cents to Dr.
she answered, "Anywhere."
"How d' you do?"
"Daphne 1" He cried out In pain at woman a freak," said Mrs. Kip. "Let's
o'Clock and Sat In the Dark on a the
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., yon
suggested.
he
"Claremont?"
She saw before her the drawing room
go bave a look at her."
Canvas Rock Watching the Stage
the very thought
may receive sample size bottle by Parcel
pause
This startled ber, gave her
So all four went up in the elevator
Post. You can purchase medium and
She went on, educating him with
Hands Gather, and Listening to In a weird light. Beyond it was a
fiercely radiant fog and beyond that Yet there was something piquant about large size bottles at all drug stores. Adv.
vengeance: "Plenty of temptation and to the top floor. They were about to
Their Repartee.
an agglomeration of faces the mass the proposal.
plenty of opportunity, daddy. It wasn'l ring the bell of one of the big front
A word to the wise may be sufficient,
your fault You gave me all the pro apartments like Bayard's but Wesley that she take a little spin In the park. of tomato cans that she was not going
He
declined
thanks.
She
without
hut
the policeman often has to use a
of.
be
afraid
to
tection that anybody could, daddy, checked them.
Her theatrical career cut
sighed that It was a pity to lose the
club on the otherwise.
And she was not afraid. She was
But you can't protect people all the
"It's In the back."
short, Daphne turne to Clay.
curious to study them. She was eager
time. And It was when you trusted
The women exchanged glances and moonlight
1 Wholessme. f.Ieam!l.
They plan to get married and
rewhen
enough
get
And
would
she
She
lines.
said
she
ber
remember
to
me most that you protected me most. smiles behind the Important shoulder
Refreshing and Healli
In some fashion on Clay's
live
more
If
came
he
cues
asked
membered them. Then
6 m I otlaa Murine for Red.
People are Just beginning to realise blades of Wesley, the manager. He she walked home. He
next
a
day
The
meager
salary.
ness. Soreness. Granula.
that even in penitentiaries the higher rang a bell and a young woman opened might "toddle along." She could hard- or less far apart and each evoked from
new blow falls. The future
ly refuse without crassly insulting him her mind the appropriate answer. She
tionJtchingandBurnlna
C
he walls and the stricter the guards the door. As Leila said afterward
uncertain
and
again looms dark
o the Eyes or Eyelids;
They loitered slowly up the quiet made never a slip, and yet she began
3ie more prisoners try to escape.
"She had the whole map oí New
before the discouraged lovers.
"2 Drops" After the Movie. Motoring or GoH
They're sending convicts out to work England in ber face, and ber middle reach of Seventh avenue.. He ques- to realize that Mr. Eldon seemed unwill win rour confidence. AA Your OragKist
for Murine when ymir Eye Need Care.
tioned her about her work with all the happy.
n roads now with no guards at all, name was Boston."
Murtas Eye Remedy Co., Chicago
CONTmUJCtX)
anal(TO
BJ8
that
the
realized
But she was voting, In a pladd, Pu grateful Cattery there la in an appeit length she
kaa titer do tnelr work and orne
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Magnanimous.

PEOPLE

VAIITED

The Mayor Have you heard, Mr.
TO
Roche, that our generous townsman,
Mr. Harding, Is defraying the cost of
a new promenade all round the town?
We think a wealthy man like yourself
might also do something for us.
Mr. Roche Well, what do you say
to my giving you a park of oak trees?
POLICE GET LETTER IN
The Mayor Oh, you
REVEALING DARING
philanthropist I Why do you really

SHOULD TAKE

noble-hearte-

Like Plain

to Put on Firm, Healthy Flesh and
to Increase Strength, Vigor
and Nervo Force.
Judging (rom the countless preparations

RAID

d

mean to
Mr. Roche Yes!
I'll make the
town a present of an oak forest. You
nd treatments which are continually be- have only to find the land and I will
ing; advertised for the purpose of making supply you with as many acorns as
thin people fleshy, developing arms, neck you may
want for seed !
and bust, and replacing ugly hollows and
sngles by the soft curved lines of health
snd beauty, thers are evidently thousands
f men and women who keenly feet their
To Insure gllstenlng-whlt- e
table
excessive thinness.
Thinness and weakness are often due linens, use Red Cross Bat Blue In your
to starved nerves. Our bodies need mors laundry. It never disappoints. At all
phosphate than Is contained in modera good
grocers, 6c.
foods. Physicians claim there Is nothing
that will supply this deficiency so well as
the organic phosphate known among drug-fisNo Help.
as
which Is Inexpensive and Is sold by most all druggists
"Now
war Is over I dare say
that
the
under a guarantee of satisfaction or money
back. By feeding the nerves directly and your boy can write you where he Is loby supplying the body cells with the neo.
cated In France."
unary phosphoric food elements,
"Oh, yes," said Mr. Cobbles, "but the
should produce a welcome
transformation In the appearance; the In- Information doesn't do me an' mother
crease In weight frequently being ajton- any good. He might Just as well say
Increase In weight also carries with It he's 'somewhere In France.' The names
m me neaun.
iuoi Li iiiipiuvefiiem
sleeplessness and lack of of them French villages don't mean
Nervousness,
wiuvii nearly aiware accompany anything to people who've never been
"'"ríi
excessive thinness, should disappear, dull
irciiuv vnBiii, aim paie oneeKS glow outside of the state they were born la
with the bloom of perfect health.
Birmingham
CAUTION:
Although
Is unsurpassed for relieving nervousness,
sleeplessness and general weakness, It
That Explain It
piivuiu iiui, vwiiig iu us tendency q increase weight, be used by anyone wke
"Yonder dog has such a
uvas iiui u.sirw to put on nesn.
look."
"No wonder. His name Is Kaiser."
Free en request, pictures and exceptionally

MACHINE
LEAVENWORTH

FORT

GUNS
MARKED

TO FREE CONVICTED
I. W. W.

ts
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Interesting infor. of world famous Texas Oil
fields. Room l, Coulson Bldg., Ft. Worth, Tex.

W, N. U., DENVER, NO.

19.

Be In the midst of your Job.
try to pose on top of It.

Chicago, June 9. A letter written
by one of the convicted I. V. W.s now
serving a term lu the Fort Leaven
worth penitentiary to another member
of the organization In Chicago reveals
a plot to "blow up the prison with a
machine gun battery" and set free
Big Bill" Haywood and others. The
letter was obtained by Department of
Justice men In a raid on the West
Side, reveals the names of the sender
and the recipient. The man to whom
the letter was sent Is under surveil,
lance.
That a plot has been hatching for
some time in Chicago to liberate the
Don't convicted L W. V.s by force was ad
mitted by the government officials and
the police.
The letter was mailed from the
prison by a trusty.

You Need This INDIVIDUAL GRAIN
(and Dean) THRESHER

IT
iX

Western Newspaper Union News Bsrvlce.

Part of the letter reads:

"The only way to get us out of
operates witn your o to is n. p. gasoline here Is to organize a machine gun
autoengine or small tractor, costing you only army and with
Cljüf .''""'''
-.
l."r-i$240 and upwards, at Denver, according to mobiles come down here and blow this
y j-.vfeMv. tmmm 812e an" equipment, i
place Into the seventh heaven. When
-'
87 TEARS' EXPERIENCE BACK OT THESE THRESHERS
the workers begin to take such action
Why wait wttkt or month for th big Community Threthir? Invest your threshI shall get interested.
ing cost in one of these small machines, then you are independent for several years.
'I am far from being downhearted.
A.sk today (not next year) for descriptive catalogue, prices, etc
I believe the government will keep on
messing up things until the Bolshevik!
W. Y. GR1SWOLD, State Agent
2 Blocks From Union Depot
DENVER, COLO. come over here and blow them off the
.
1730 Dlake Street
face of the earth.
I also handle Tractors, Ensilage Cutters, Stave Silos. Irrigation Planta, Gasoline Engines, etc
"Another good wny to get us out
of jail Is for every member of the
I. W. W. to carry a .44 pistol or a
shotgun, and with his cart
sa wed-of- f
ridges make a new brand of salt and
pepper shakers out of the government
officials."
The letter also refers to the attor
neys who defended the I. W. W.s be
fore Federal Judge Landis.
George Vanderveer, chief counsel
for "Big Bill" Haywood, and the other
ninety-twmembers of the I. W. W.
who were found guilty and convicted
of violation of the espionage act is
Swift & Company has become
referred to In the letter as "a traitor."
"George Vanderveer was a traitor
one of the large businesses of
to our cause, and his assistant,. Otto
Chrlstensen, was "lasy," are excerpts
world through continuing to
from the letter sent from prison to
growing needs of
meet
the Chicago member.

Ann Dallas Dudley, the new Are en
fire hall,
tine at the Waverly-Belmowill be christened on Wednesday
at 2 o'clock with appropriate
exercises. Mrs. Guilford Dudley, for
whom the engine gets its name, la one
of the state's pioneer suffrage workera
and It Is due to her untiring work that
partial suffrage was given the women
of Tennessee. Mrs. Miles Williams, a
ward, I
resident of the twenty-firs- t
chairman of arrangements, and also a
pioneer suffragist, and little Judith
daughter
Winston Folk, the
of Mr. and Mrs. Beau Folk, also a
pioneer suffragist and the youngest
member of the Nashville organization,
has been chosen sponsor. Miss Folk
has selected as her maids the following
yonng girls, daughters of prominent
Dudley,
suffrage leaders: Travanltt
Lenore Kenny, Kate Barksdale, Harriet
Ingram, Mary Sue Cantrell, Jane Davis
and Elizabeth Smith.
At the christening not champagne
bnt a bottle of coca-col- a
will be broken
and the maids will shower the engine
with yellow flowers. Speeches will be
made by Mayor WUHara Gupton, Com'
mlssloner Tompkins and Chief A. A.
Kosetta. Mrs. Dudley, a member of the
national suffrage organization, and
Mrs. Reau Folk, chairman of the crty
organization, will be honor guests of
the occasion. Adv.

d

The Mission of

Swift & Company

a

the

nation and a world.

Tried to Defraud Government.
Detroit, Mich. With the arrest here
of four men, one. of them an army of
ficer, Department of Justice agents
disclosed an alleged conspiracy to defraud the government in the sale of
$30,000,000 worth of army supplies.
The United States grand jury bus re
turned Indictments against Capt. Nich
olson of Washington, chief finance of
ficer of the ordnance department for
this district, an unnamed army officer
recently sent to France; Grant Hugh
Browne, a millionaire sportsman and
race track owner of Detroit, and Fred
C. Collins, vice consul for Greece.

Society has a right to ask
how the increasing responsibilities and opportunities for usefulness which go with such
growth are being used by the
men who direct its affairs and
the men have the right to answer:
To promote the production of live
stock and perishables and
crease the food supply;

in-

Robbers Make Haul.
Sioux City, Iowu. Bank robbers se
cured $26,000 In cash and Liberty
bonds in a raid on the Leeds bank, in
Leeds, a suburb of Sioux City. The
robbers overlooked $12,000 In Liberty
bonds. The men made their escape in
an automobile.

To reach more people with more
and better meat;
To make a fair competitive profit,
in order to reimburse the
25,000 shareholders for the use
of their capital, and to provide
for the future development of
the business;
To reduce to a minimum the costs
of preparing and distributing
meat and to divide the benefits
of efficiency with producer and

American Claims Large.
Claims of American
Washington.
citizens against Germany because of
submarine warfare and the action of
the German government against Amer
ican property in that country aggre
gate nearly one billion dollars, Con
gress was Informed Saturday by Act
ing Secretury Polk. The claims grow
lng out of submarine warfare alone
aggregute $000,000,000, Mr. Polk said-

consumer;

To live and let live, winning

Wants Troop on Border.
Washington. Declaring that the
Mexican situation is so critical that a
larger force of troops on the border is
necessary to protect lives and property
of citizens, Governor Hobby of Texas
has requested Secretary Baker to call
Into the federal service the First and
Second Brigades of Texas cavalry and
to mobilize them nt a convenient point,

greater business only through
greater usefulness, with injury
to nothing but incompetency,'
inefficiency and waste; to deal
justly, fairly, and frankly witn
all mankind.

These are the purposes and
motives of the men who direct
the policies and practices of
Swift & Company.

Over 50,000 Volunteer.
Washington.
Fifty thousand recruits for the army of occupation have
General March, chief
been obtained.
of staff, announced that Incomplete
reports showed 48,023 men enrolled
Three-yea- r
enlistments continue to
predominate over one year.

Swift & Company, U. S. A.
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AH some women talk about Is
about 18 hours.

Cry tomorrow,
laugh today.

if

I

Airplane Ambulances.
Alrplnne hospital am
Washington.
bulances, the army air service pre
dicted, will soon be In common use, and
standardization of such an ambulance
Is now being worked out. "The stand
ardization of the airplane ambulance
and containing equipment of the regular motor ambulances, with some imMovements." the director of the air
service said, "la a step toward the In
troductlon of the airplane nmbulance
for suburban and distant use by estab
lished hospitals.
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of Opiatos.
Tho Effects
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Genuine Castoria always bean the signature of1

Don't Sneeia; You May Die.
Scientists say that we are never
nearer death than when we sneeze,
the act causing a momentary convulsion of the brain.
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Cuticura Heals
Itching Burning
Skin Troubles

There's bo longer ths slightest seed of feeling
sshsmed of four freckles, ss Ottalne doubli
strength Is fuartateed to remove these homely
spots.
Simply

get
ounce of Othlne double
SB
from your druggist, end apply s little
Bight end Burning end 7011 sbo"ld boob see
tost oren the worst freckles hero begun to
while the lighter oaes bsve veolshed eB
ttrely. It Is seldom thst more then one ounce
Is seeded to completely
clesr the sklo snd gslB
s besutlful clesr completion.
Be sura to ssk for the double strength Otblne,
ss tbls Is sold undr guarantee of mosey bsck
IS it fslls to remove freckles.
Adv.

EiEARTBlM.

The bet you Intended to make but
didn't Is always a safe bet.

Caused by

strength
of

Freshen a Heavy Skin
With the antiseptic, fascinating Cut!
cura Talcum Powder, an exquisitely
scented convenient, economical face,
skin, baby and dusting powder and
perfume. Benders other perfumes su
perfluons. One of the Cutlcura Toilet
Trio (Soap, Ointment, Talcum). Adv,

tt

NEW SOUTH WALES
INFORMATION BUREAU
Brosdwsy, New York City
Will be pleased to send Government Bulletins
or answer Any Inquiries regarding opportunities for farming, stock ra,ilns. fruit growing,
mining and Investment In New South Wales,

Sister

Building.
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Laws are not alive until they are
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AUSTRALIA

Do you put your "O. K." on your
day's work?

I
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DAkSANI

A toilet preparation of merit,
i s neioo to eradicate aanoratx.

ForRostorinc Color and

f;4, Beauty to Gray or Faded Hair.
swjjnMwjruiita

IT'S NOT YOUR HEART;

o

the
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opium
fta Tarioua
susoeptible
Even in the
all of which are narootio, is well known.
doses, if continued, theso opiatos cause changes in the functions and growth of the cells which are liltely to become permanent, causing
Imbecility, mental perversion, a craving for alcohol or narcotics in later life.
Nervous diseases, such as intractable nervous dyspepsia and hick of staying
powers are a result of dosing with opiates or narcotics to keep children quiet
La their infancy.
Tho rule among physicians is that children should never
receive opiates in the smallest doses for more than a day at a time, and
only then if unavoidable.
The administration of Anodynes, Drops, Cordials, Soothing Syrups and
other narcotics to children by any but a physician cannot be too strongly
Children who are ill
decried, and the druggist should not be a party to
need the attention of a physician, and it is nothing less than a crime to
dnan them wiXfullv with narootics.
Castoria contains no narcotics it it bears the
,
slirnjiture of Chas. H. Fletcher.
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Hard facts do not always make an
man.
Impression on a
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WILL
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of prominent and Influential lunkhead
can be seen standing In the doorway
of the old post office room, patiently
waiting for busy people to come, as
they used to, and scrouge past them,
trying to get In." Kansas City Star.

Their Faithfulness.
"Force of habit is almost as hard a
master to some people as rum Is said
BE USED TO
to be," commented the landlord of the
tavern at Grudge. "Although the post
ENGINE
CHRISTEN
office moved to Its new location more
than a month ago, and, too, though
Program Will Feature Exercises they never were compelled by law to
do so, 'most any time o' day a bunch
at Fire Hall on WedCOCA-COL-

WRECK PRISON

PHOSPHATE
Nothing

SPANISH-AMERICA-

IT'S YOUR KIDNEYS
Kidney disease is no respecter of perA majority of the ills afflicting
sons.
toeople today can be traced back to the
kidney trouble.
The kidneys are the most important
organs of the body. They are the alteren of your blood. If the poisons
which are swept trom the tissues by the
blood are not eliminated through the
kidneys, disease of one form or another
will claim you as a victim.
Kidney disease is usually Indicated by
weariness, sleeplessness, nervousness,
despondency, backache, stomach trouble, pain in loins and lower abdomen,
(ill stones, gravel, rheumatism, sciatica
and lumbago.
All these derangements are nature's

signals that the kidneys seed help,
iou should use GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules immediately. The
soothing, healing oil stimulates the
kidneys, relieves inflammation and destroys the germs which have caused it.
Go to your- druggist today and get a
box of GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil
Capsules. In twenty-fou- r
hours you
should feel health and vigor returning.
After you feel somewhat improved
continue to take one or two capsules
s
each day, so a! to keep the
condition and ward oft ths danger of
other attacks.
Ask for the original Imported GOLD
MEDAL brand. Three sises. Money refunded it they do not help you.
first-clas-
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Acid-Stoma- ch
That bitter heartburn, belching,
indigestion, bloat after estlng
But they
all are caused by
are only Hrst symptoms danger signals to
warn you of awful troubles If not stopped.
Headache, biliousness, rheumatism, sciatica,
that tired, listless feeling, lack of energy,
disilness, Insomnia, even cancer and ulcers
of the Intestines snd many other aliments
are traceable to
of people who
Thousands yes, million
ought to be well and strong art mere weak-

They really
lings because of
In the midst of plenty because they
do not get enough strength and vitality front
the food they eat.
Take EATONIC and give your stomach a
chance to do Its work right. Make it strong,
EATONIC
cool, sweet and comfortable.
brings quick relief for heartburn, belching.
Imstomach
miseries.
Indigestion and other
proves digestion helps you get full strength
say
EATONIC
your
food.
Thousands
from
Is the most wonderful stomach remedy In
the world. Brought them relief when every,
thing else failed.
Our best testimonial ta what EATONIC
will do for you. So get a big BOo box of
EATONIC today from your druggist, use It
five days if you're not pleased, return It
and get your money back.

starve

riATONIC
r TOR YOUR

Hard to Determine.
Ruth Clifford, the moving picture
star, has a cousin overseas. Recently his name appeared in the casualty
list as wounded.
"Yes,"

said

Miss Clifford,

in

an-

swer to an Inoilry by her director,
"he was wounded, but not seriously.
We had a letter from the regimental
The General Tendency.
Good Riddance.
"Everybody in America belongs to surgeon."
"Shall we hire a detective to watch
"Where was he wounded T' asked
some kind of a social or commercial
sur wedding presents?"
Gerard.
observed the distin'I hardly think that will be neces organization,"
"We are no.t quite sure. The sursary, my dear. Our friends have guished visitor."
mentioned the place, but we
geon
Sorghum
"Yes,"
Senator
answered
a
work
off
to
opportunity
seized the
"We have developed Into a nation of don't know whether it's an anatomical
lot of old Junk." Louisville
leagues."
phrr.se or a French village."
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A letter makes a great difference in a
word. Awordmakes a great difference
in baking powders.
If the little word "alum" appears on
the label it may mean bitter baking.
If the words "Dr. Price's" stand out
bold and strong, they surely mean
BETTER baking.
This is only one reason why it pays
to use

Br. PRICE
CREAM

BAKING P0WDIS

-

Made from Cream of Tartar derived from grapes

Contains No

iVlum-Lea- ves

Ho Bitter Tasto

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

"UÍHIMLE"

Col. Frank O. White

Frank L. Schultz,

'

SAYS DAII1EIS

ail insurance

Secretary cf the Navy Nonplused at
Criticism of Y. M. C. A.
Heroism.

Proved

The war work of men in the
of the Red Trlnncle who follow
ed the flag wherever it went proved
their heroism and devotion on the bnt
tie front and were nlwnys present tt
serve and comfort the American fight
Ing men, say9 Josephus Daniel, secretary of the navy, will remain an en
during monument to the Y. M. 0. A
"It is unthinkable," he declared in r.
letter to the "Y" ynr work council

nnl-fm-- rn

Prompt &
Full Settlements.

Reliable Company,

We take your note for the premium

without Interest until after maturity.

Roy Realty & Loan Company,
ROY, New Mexico,
Office in the old Telephone Building,

(':,

Miss Alice Nowlin writes from FOR SALE: 3 BULLS,
Coming yearlings, One Thoio-breHereford, One Thorobred
'.She wants more news from Roy Holsteinand one
than friends think to write while
S. R, CROUSE
preparing to teach again this
Ranch, Mills, N.M.
Hol-stei-

15-16t-

LEOPOLD

n,

e

winter.

NOTICE
Jack P. Mills, U.S. Commss
oner, at Solano is still on the

Uncle Sam has never defaulted by job and ready to do all the work
Binglo dollar be has owed. Would
you turn a friend down by not lend- from Mosquero, Solano and
territory. Soldier and
ing him money that he has protected,
sow that he needs ready cash to Sailors
work free. Always go
Jiquldate his war debts?
to your nearest Commissoner
Office

at my home

cf Soano.
J. P. Mills,

4

miles

Solano.N.M

monthly 'bills.

r

ij i
ipiOr
CrmSj
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HP

To insure Colt to Teat
$12.50 for Season. Impregnator

Wednesday,, tndar ana
Service by experrced breeder oach Mday,
. .
.
ii
oe reor..
Care wfll be taken to juera wcidntt but wuiw
Saturday, át 3 P.M. Fast Timej.
removing nrre from the neighborhood forfeits una.
Parting with,
sible should any occur.
standing far sarce
ance and season becomes due and payable at once, mare
Service Reserved

.

good FARM

320 Acres
5 miles from Roy, a level
nearly all plow
Spring
will water 50
land.
Near Red River
head.
breaks, PRICE, $7.50 per.
office,
Jnguire at the

GesrHg Cochrane

Futility of Lying.

Íi

Let us tell you about a

Thresh your wheat
CASE
early at our expense.
C. B. Stubblefeld Co.

convenience

V.'hatever

b

may

thought to be In falsehood nn'l dlssSn !
ulntin Is swn over; but the
of it is perpetual, lfaue it
brings a man everlasting jealousy an.t
suspicion, so that he U not fcellevetl
when he speaks the truth, nor trusted:
hoa?Mily.
when perhaps he mean
iaei-venien-

Wisconsin

S--

History ot Silk Production.
wife-oSilk was first made by Si
of China. 2(WVI?'.
ntvp-- rv
Hoang-TI- .
(584-32- 2
C. Amon-- Ptt firwla Aristotle
1?
ififrtlw first who menílon
ttow-evv- r,
It. It was nnt nnfl! A. I).. OT,.
1m
to
be
caitilad!
that It began
Kurope, thii- first eggs b(lng tilom.
by sominiTÜis,.
brought,

O

Vúttian Góndola.

If was

until Hie wid.off
t'vatvrr that Hie VnHani
lis present slsipllfeWy

w

gondolii
and somlxwtws

of coioa.

tempt ha hw made
Mmtries, but
in other
ently restated all efforts
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ABSTRACT
COMPANY
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flip
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hat

and I both know we must ieea
children, as we must
Tnw.'les, if we wouia
iA.ni! arter tneir
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The Threshing-Macbin- e
Standard of theWbrid.

Hteut.
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We have a rirst Uass expert
for Steam and Gas Tractors.

nsu iuv

.

ChiaesR Is fond of using lh telephone,
It has been found difficult to obtain
enaiifh subsaribers to sappwrt local
lilies in that country.

NATIONAL BISCUIT COM?dfY
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went on, "are much
"XOU see,
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Toe World and Life.
The world is not u playground; it
holiday,
Is a sclioolrooni. Life is nt a

Kr.'siKiiimd.
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Do Ri'jht Thir.ga Rightly.
We must tal;e care to do riglit things
Tlífltt
Uiiju-'J-
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In the Foster Blocks Roy,
OFFERS YOU ft NEW STOCK OF GENERAL
AT FAIR PRICES
MERCHRHDISE

-

We Buy Butter and Eggs
19

At Highest Market Prices
Hides, Pelts and all Farm and Ranch Produc e.

j

for a Inst xor.!u'V" may be
W'uti.im I'oria.

pi

C.

B- -

Stubblefield Co.

ROY, Maxwell, Springer
'Buy a Community

enes

b-ro-c

Order Repairs Now

vv"

?tCbut always
Síways dainty, tl- -

TTfc.

Hour.
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h ice on Threshers.
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sometmng
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Chinese and Telephones.
In.spite of the fact that the average

J. I. CASE Threshing

t HI
1

ten

CANT

THIS

Cane Seed For Sale
1500 lbs. Kood recleaned cane
seed 3 cents per poundl
E. S.. Cameron 10 mites west
5 north of Roy..

all lines of Machinery
manufactured by the

In

-- I ill

too--

Pi WD T ON

heifer
miles Northeast of Roy.
Harry Stewart

117 e are at your Service on

to
i5, XTady
V up
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T he New Store

For the
sketch of drcn's nour like a feast.
1 was there to make a over,
tiny toddlers there is a varied
and
just
was
Luncheon
3cr.
KoniftiniPS
Lneeuu
"m.mi
,
,mps Grahllnl crack- fcüe.wis talking to a
first
words
r"'
l
won.on. The
m,
Crackers or Lunch Bhv
1 slid quietly into a nearby f
TlJf.
clmnged on special
Time Sugar Cook- Newtons and, rarest of
t,
Un. I liked her, and
c days when we had
i'ortably ns she spoke
lililí Ml 11SCO, U11U mux
M''1; ...
(and ears busy.
"j
i" l,i flnva
envere ma ......ti.
-Between the dark nnd daylight, 61 . .n,
tlitii'.-- nn- - liOJir is Just
was
feho
qwtJJSjjS
us happily,
,m
r
ir 1
m'. s tut..
o huir
i :..
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two-yr-ol- d

He

Complete Index to All Lands
and Town Property in Mora
County.

rnVwaltitra

BEtTER JOB

Kecper

Cattle For Sale
'l milk cows with calve

Mora. New Mexico

children.

MN Nft AN BE SOA&
HEV OO
VLACE WHERE

-

lips Brooks.

T.

MICKIE SAYS

frojsaj-lmii-

'

News.

Political Corrujrt'MW.
Corruption in political life is rcallr
Bkcptlclsm. It is a diwtrnst, a disuse-whichas lasted so long tlmt it h:is.
grown into disbelief of political priiv
ciples, of the first fundamental truth
of the sacrertness of novprnirwnt ant
the necessity of righteotisnesa. I'hii-

'""V

i

The Mills Percheron Horse Company,

rfi

TOR SALE;- -a

At the Geo.

Farm, 2 miles West and 6 miles North: oi RUY,

MICKIE SAYS
EVEB. NOTICE
OtO
THE SELLER VNHO GOES,
A ROOM' SfWIrV HE "0ON"f
0jeaTSIN,M
BELIEVE IN
tS ALWMS KA&KlV SOME OTUtR.
STONE AGE CaA.CK.SUCH fcS
" AUTOS AlNT CON6 TO
STAN. THENftE JEST
v PASSIM'
FAO "

99421

1919

ffstvic? Season of

S.VV.

A Georgia Philosophy.
We're all rreat on snvln' ' Hie dev
It's to pay," uii' never payin' him. A
feller wouldu't have to walk ncrosj
the street to settle with him, as he's
always close enough to give us a dig
in the ribs, or pat us on the back, an
tell us we're the finest he ever madel
Atlanta Constitution.

You are proud of our victory.
As
An American you are proud of your
liare of the glory. With this glory
oes your share of the financial responsibility. Cheering for Victory is
centiment; paying for it is duty, just
as much of a duty as paying your

t

America. No.l0177S.
Color, Black, white star in face. Foaled May 4, 1911, Bred
by M. Hubert, Dept. ot Urne, Trance.
Best TON STALLION In New Mexico. Licence No.

sr

Don't let a wounded soldier hear
you say that you "sacrificed" by selling a Liberty Bond below rar. lie
knows what sacrifice Js. Ho also
knows that 'Uncle Sam will pay par
on every promise when that promisa
matures.

l--

Registered French Percheron Stallion,

d

A

South-Ridg-

'

ROY, N. M

Las Vegar where she is attending Summer School, for the
S--

'

"that criticism of minor defects hen
and there should be allowed to clow
for a moment the splendid record inud
by this great association."
His letter, recently made public bj
the Y. M. C: A., follows in part:
"Only those who were brought ii
intimate contact with It, and could sur
vey the whole fipld, nrc able to appre
cinte fully the great extent nnd valui
of the Y. M. C. A.'s work for our sol
diers and sailors In eainps and train
ing staiions, at hom and abroad, a
the fisrhtlns front, on transports nnd a
naval bases, it cheered nnd nided oui
Its halls and hub
flchtlnc forces.
were not only social centers, furnish
Ing wholesale recreation and amuse
tuent, but were places for mental im
nrnvement and moral refreshinenl
They were bits of America set on for
eign soil, reminding the boys of tin
hnmes from which they came.
"The men of the Red Triangle fol
lowed the flag wherever it went, am
eirá there to serve nnd comfort ou
brave boys. They proved their liero
Ism An rl devotion on the battle front
n nmiiher being commended for brav
ery, nnd several sacrificing their lfve.
in the line of duty.
"It Is unthinkable that criticism of
minor defects here and there should be
allowed to cloud for a moment the
splendid record made by this great
No big undertaking was
association.
ever carried out withont some Imper- l fections, and no organization engaged
In such a stupendous worn, employing
so many men over a vast area, could
expect to carry It through without
making some mistakes But so far
ns T have been able to determine, thesi
have been few and hardly enough tn
be considered in comparison with, ttu
magnificent service rendered.
(Signed) "JOSEPIIUS DANIELS."
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WE SOLICT YOUR PATRONAGE

REMIGIO LOPEZ

JUAN LUJAN
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